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Accountability is a major farce in Michigan education. The purpose of
this bOok is to provide the classrooM teachers with a tool for implementing the
accountability model in.heir. classrooms. This book is designed to prOvide
examples of each of the siic-steps of :-the State Board's Accopntability Model- -
1) identification bf golsI 2) performance objectives, 3) assessment of needs,
4) analysis of delivery systems, 5) evaluation, and 6) recommendatTonsa-for
classroom teachers who are interested in learning how accountability can work
for them in their claisrooms.

The idea Tor the Jbok was conceptUalized by two programs within General
Education Services--th EAperimentafand Demonstration Centers Program and the
Instructional Specialist Program--to help the staff work with teachers in the
many workshops that are conducted around tpe State. The actual writing was done .

by Dr. Chauhery Smith of Wayne State University and Dr. Reuben Chapman of the
'Effeo 'va Feedback:Incorporated in Ann Arbor. m

The book fits into the accountability model as a 'response to the many
teachers who want to proVide better management of their classrooms but would
like help in determining how it can be dome. -Thus, in one8nse, this is a
"how to" book. We are hopeful that_teachers who work with Department staff
haveexcetUnt guidelines on implementing accountabilityas a result of using
this books

/
It should be emphpsized th4t accountability is,not for teachers alone.

....160Ministraiors, parents' and local governments must assume responsiliality in -

education accountability. Nonetpiless, teachers Ire clearly' one of the critical
components to improvidg tl)e edueatton ofd children and youth,. and this book, vie
believe, will provt to be a useful and effective tool for teachers. .

.914134
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THE BEGINNING

This book is about accountability as a process for classroor

teachers.in Michigan's elementary aria secondary schools. Accountability

in the classroom to imprdve student learning is the emXisis.- The

book was written for teachers who:

- a,
1. must develop or select performance ohjectives for their

own classroom or school;

2. are asked to respond to the results of the Michigan Assls-
, ,

ment and school board directives at the classroom level;

3. wish to write a proposal for state or Federal funds;

4. want to evaluate their own work or respondo evaluations

that may be made of their work;

'5. desire an overall 'picture olbaccountability and wtatit

.....mans for the work of the classroom teacher.

However all teachers interested in Improvil learning is their

, ,

classroom will this bookusefalo The examples in this book

illustrating points have been seppli

ql

ed by'a

(
and cover areas ranging from student motiVation,andforgetting

4
4increailUcteacher efficiency In writing perforienceobjectives and test

items.
": -r-

4.4

: s .

This bopiiely dis4ussee -' accountability at theclaseroom level.
- mor

'That is, only those topics that make a difference in student leirning

0 6
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and can be mailaged independently by a teacher are covered. Factors.-

out 4f the control of ap individua er ve not included.

Nevertheless for vcountability to tiave he positive effects

if should; there must be accountability procedures building-wide,

dist;ict-vide and at all levels'affecting learners. 'Accountability is

. t
nqt for teachers alone.:

;

To -develop thi% notion of the accountapi4ti process for

individual teachers, draft versions of this book have been tried in

several college coursesovith-pre-service and i ,service teachers, and

'

during in-service workshops conducted by-the Department of Education.
-

This final version represents the ideas, examples, and work contributed

bythose first readers.

. /
- 4

Teacher Remarks Favoring Accountability

These are commente'made by Michigan teachers currently practicing

accountfibility.

"I can manage my own time better: There is less.homework for me".

"I-have more precise information to giie:parents abouttheir
children's prpgress., I can enlist their aid exactly where it's-
needed".

"The students are getting more useful information from me about
'what's required of them ".'

. .

.
.

"Motivatidh, including my own, has increased. We knOw'wherewe are
going and that if pile plan falls through, it l.'s appropriate t'b t

another".
. .

"The principal is much-more suppoftive of my Pork because it's easy
%

.to tell him what I'm_doing and where I am". .

k ,
CommentS such-a8 these led to the writing dfthis book.. Its

- 1

purpose is to -share 'the benefits from using a Particular model of

educational accountability.
,
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Educational Accountability in Michigan Classrooms
-,

4

The MiChigan'pepartment of Education has d&elopeda model for

the accountability process in public education. It

identification of goals, development of yerformance
.

.

assessment.of needs, analysis of delivery systems,

.mendations: For practical classroom purposes this

has six steps

objectives,

Oaluatioli an4 recom-

model is a set of
.

questions. This text will teach you to develop answers to the folloWing

six sets of questions:

1. IDENTIFICATION Olz GOALS - What broad goals Should be defined?
What should these youngsters be like as a result of
going to school in our district?

2. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES - What, should the children know?
What'sheuld they be able to do? How-will we
recognize when they have done 'it?

3. ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS - What can our students do now What'
is the gap between what we said they ought to
accomplish and what they are presently accomplishing?

4. ANALYSIS OF D IVERY'SYSTEMS - What combinations of resources
are n cessary to "close the gap" to realtze.aur
stated objectives and goals ?. What teathing methods,

.. materials, facilities, staffing, and professional
training must be marshalled to meet the objectives?

/
..-

.

5. EVALUATION - What worked? What failed? SpecificallA'What
elements of the delivery system contributed to the
realitzed objectives? _ \ -

6. RECOMMENDATIONS - What new priorities must be established?
How cal the improvements be perpetuated into future
years on a cost - effective basis?.Are_new delivery
systems needed?

Accountabilitytapplies to-many aspects of instruction and:

learning because it is a way to Use informatiop about educationto

improve ,educafiml., In the short run - a lesson or unit - it helpt

teachers and students focus attention on the task, monitor progress

during learning and make revisions to ensure success.. In the long run -

14toilrse, curriculum, or school planning - it ,helps in setting goals,

8
g
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results,
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programs,

using

grams in the

) ,

assigning-respondibility fofacting -docuMenting

( .,
the evaluation of programs-to' deoi e on better pro-.

1 I . .

a .

%

future. \ 1
: 4'

II acc untability is interpreted as qay irig blame where it

belOngs" it is a failure.- Accountability must help improve learning in

daily instruction ..d in the school program over the years. We don't;,

need mdre proof that he goals of education'are difficult to achi eve.

104
with every child and c izen. We need to find better ways to get.on

4

with the work and do it.

600.

'1211'

. 7-
Thiee guidelines were f lowed in writing this book:

The esign of This Book

All- suggestions he g
currently using in Mich

2.- The examples are from ac

3. The book is not for armchair- ding.; Examples and
principles are followed by aniA. cation. You will learn
how to perfor4 each step in the = countability proess.

-.'"

out of technique teachers are
an classrooms.

41116

classroom situations.

Each chapter begins with a summary and ds with concluding
,

teacher.remarks on the important points for the classroom

Chapters II, III, IV, and V cover Ae steps the process. of

accountability. Th,s final chapter7/Chapter VI, illust ates thib process...
I

applied in three different educational settings.

4

4

I

0
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4 CHAPTER II

6-

IDENTIFICATION OF GOALS AND WRITING
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

.

)

410

/-

T. Identifttation og Goals

-4 II. Performance kjectives

III. Assessment of Needs

IV. Analysis of Delivery
Systems.

V. Evaluation,

VI. 4Recommendations

,Summary

In this chapter two, steps inthe accountability process ate

discussed: Identification of Goals and Petformance Oblactlyes. Since

the' classroom teacher becomes actively and practically involved with

accountability at Step II where -performance objectives are written, the

major thrudt of-the chapter is toward writing performance objectives.

er, because a performance objective relates directiy to a common

or ocal goal, the chapter hafilipswith a discussion of that relationship.
,

, 7101

Identification of Goals

Goals are statements of,direction inlenera terms. For elple,,

the'common goals of Michigg Education have'been'grOuped into three

principal areas: (1) citizenship and moralji, .(2) democracy, and equal

4

.

41t

10
S.
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"opportunitY, and(?) 'student learhiOg. The pamelet-entitledThe Common

GOali,of Michigan Education published by: the Michigan Department of

EducatIon ideptifies goals In these three areas and explains how they

were developed.

Since goals erg detcribed in general terms,' further defn
t-,

must occur at the local level - distr4tt, buildings and classroom.

Further definition is accomplished by describing the performance objec7

tives that relate 6the goals. This. is done -at the local level (e.g.,

-.1- , .

by the classroom teacher) to'in§ure i-hat performance objectives meet the

unique needs of citizens as yell as insuring equal opportunity for all,

Therefore, a.goal is a statementf priority, policy and Oneral
,

direation and performance object are the details in terms of student

behavior'that comprise a-goal. e remainder of this chapter,describps,

performance objectives and how tq write them.

. 1

td .,

Performance Objectives Defined
4

Performance objectives
V
are the answers to these questions:

What ghoul the childrertknow?
What should they be able to do?
How will we recognize the outcome?

0

This
1

a goal:

At the end of their schooling, udents will liki classical' music
well enough to seek - bccasions tohear compositions which are new to
them.

0..

t Positively toward classical music as indicated by 80% of the
students haring borrowed at least one'clificarglecord'from

'6 school library: The messurement-will sry- check-out ,

.

This is one of many perTormanc1p-ohjectives related to that 1;141:

By the end of the unit,; of study,, the students will have responded

1

11 .

At
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.Here's another classroom level perforFance.objective:
.,.,

f

: I -,) - .

Upon-coeplptien ofs-the, sixth grade, students at Jones Elementary
willlJt.' an ititt;averaggPdembnstrate a 6.1 grade'level

AeqUiValeqy.acarej4freading comprehensiOn as indicated by tbe
ogkregate score one Beta Oral Test of Reading Achievement,'ForM

.

;, it , '

r--/Andsherestilhetioil it relates to: _44 ;

4 When 'students leave Jones Elementary school they will comprehend -

. . literature.. - -- /,

it

This is a 'goal: 4 -
4e

Each student shall have the ability to handlematbimatical operations-
_ -

and concepts. ,. t .
u .

. -.

one
0

This is ono of its performance objective& writtenby the-classroom
teacher:

, ,Third grade stu at. ..t opes .Elementary Schaal will...develop'
,

, knowledge of mat ics by June 11.1972-as l'ndicated by their , ....

ability to obtain an averagLirscore,of 50 on, sub-test
owe New Omega Mathematics Invektory.

PerformanCe-objectives contain much more infOrmation.thn4 goals
!

-
and more than one,performance-objective may be rOevant,to-a barad goal'

statement. Performance-objectives'gi'Ve very specific_informatioi
4

the beha-iiort that comprise a' goal.

/

1,,

, ...,
.\''

Elements of Performanc jectives'-

There are Oix runt elements in a performance objective:

e

1. Performer

.2. Behavide

3. Object of the aphaviar

4. Tiiee 4

5. Measure

15. Criterion

AOP

e

AMP

e

et

4'.
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Analyzing Jones Scho61 mathematics example we find:'

1. The 'performer "Third grade-Students'at Jones. Elementary

School..

2., Thi behavior:

..
V...will develo(p knowledge;..v

1. The object: "...of mathematics..."

4. The time: "..,by June 1, 1972..."

5: The measure: " ..the math

Mathematics Inventory..."

6. Tie criterion: (7.an

Now compare the parts df a

aid in the .following goal:

sub-

ilierageltcoie,Of 50..."

eXe"
performance-objective with those ,

e New Omega.

,

' ,
. 1

Each student shall have' the ability to bale matheeatical'
operatiobs sand conces.

. 6 *

The performer: '(COuld be anyitud is in American education, sothei,

re7
The behav

01.
ior:

I I

I .

"...ability to handle..." (not,sure what handle means

.Of ,
The object: "...mathematical operations and concepts...."

''''N The time: (no i fnormati4.

is.a need to be ,specific;)

.,

The seasure:-. (no is/formation)
.

The clic (no information)

11111.

,

is of a performance objective are defined- below.

. ,

The performer. The individual ,Or individuals who sill be
' 0 , :,"rore

--
, .

..

Anvelvadin the instructional Leek. Kis imight be a single Student oir
. , , -

, i 4#

%

, jan entire' claim. or school. We will call this element WHO.
i I.

, . .

.

The behavior to be desi4strated. We Will Went to determine

vbat it is the perforper'is to. do - complete, comprehend,

- construct, etc. This i.e the HOW element. -714,

.gt

g

4 "
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Warelement. In other woids,'are we'specifying electronics, French,

9 1

The object of the behavior. This may be chawterized.as the

.

.mathematics of composition?
.

A-
Time.... This establishes WHEN. It might be expressed as a

.ftiture dateeonmmber of days or months, or .terms -of a necessary. pre-
'

requisite tq, another level or phase.

. i

How Measured. Here tWe'techniques are:described for verifying

. that the objeCtive has been met. This might be a standardizecrinstru-

ment, a teacher -made test, an observat,opal check list or any oth0r

way to record-or judge performance.

How Well. The criterion. for success relative to the oblectii,e.

This is the element of proficiency or degree of accomplishment.

0

Here is another performance objective using WHO, HOW, wur.

and WHEN to label its parts:

WHO . My 12th grade English literature students...

MOW: r,
,r ...will be. able, to pronounce...

...the words in the first 42 lines of CanterbrTates...

WREN? ...after working through i progianmed lesson that I

C

41,

I

developed... Vl

How Measured: student wil, record his perforwan ; I will sample ten'

How Well:

5- second segments from the tape' aid eumpareithem against

A tape made by an "expert" ixi Middle my judv.

merits will be corroborated by a colleague through. random

listeningslby him. We must agree 95% of the time. ,

Successamdllgdetermined by 95% correct pronunciation

of whole words.
,

14

4 A
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Exercises
1 flt

. Now you can begin devel6Ring petformance objectives to use in
your own classroom. rhe next few pages contain exercises that will aid
you in writing each part of a good performance objective, e

,

.

Keep a tab.1 handy as you work on these exercises, As you begin
to understand each pitt of the performance objeCtive, begin jotting
some examples that will eventually be useful in your anuclassroom. Each

successive exercise will add another element to the performance objec-
tive: you should do the same with the examples-on your tablet. 10 not
try for perfection the first time; that will come with practice.

10

A way to ease the task of developing performance ipjectives is
to work with a colleague. You can prpbe each other for specific:'

.inNormation and check each other's work against the checklist on page 21.

4._

11,

15(
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A good performance objective describeaz

4. WHO the performer is.

a

. ...---: . . . . -r...
Thud phrase A is ,better than phrase B. '.

.,,
. .

';'A "The-fifth grade students whoscore berowl.50 on.... ill

. .

"The poorer students....

Decide
Lndicate y

ch phrase in each pair best describes wpo the performer
r choice with a,check mark 45

.

1. "My,stueents..."

2. ."The stuants passing the basic
700 word vocabulary gram in
French.:.? '

-3. All students taking music
/

'appreciation courses.dUring
this year..."

B

"All of my 6th grade studints..."

"ThoSe who speak fluent beginning
French...".

"Students enrolled in Middlesex
High School*mmeic appreciation
courses'..."

A

1'

2:

'3.

Answerd

B

.)

**-

' I

Comment on theExercises med-Auswe0: The reason foc describing. ,

WHO-is to focus AttentiOri on the students yoUirill actuall ,ItSach and
note their characteristics which make a'difference'for on. Teu
-have given enough informs:I:then an "outsider" could leediel%!he per-
formers. Exercise #1 is rated...but "All of my 6th gra law-
dents...," leaves/no doubt who the performers are. In #2 'tin performer
is defines:14n explicitjerma "...(passed) the basic ,?00 abulary
exam..." And #3 fdentifiesn specific'grOup:of-performar schoolf name.;

4

C
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A good performance objective descrihek:
* ,

1. WHO-the performer is.

2. HOW the perfo r is" to behave.

Thusphrase A iltbetttr

A recite...."

B "...and will know...."-
- <

Decide which phrase in each
is to behave. Indicate your choice

A

appreciate 19th
Centwy &fish literature..."

2.' be knowledgeable in
the area of constitutional
`ionarchies and able to under-

stand the 'various power bases
within such a system..:"

'3. "...will describe the critical
content of three works of
Hemingway..-."

phrase B.

;

air best desCribes HOW the performer \
th a check mark (41).° 4

B,,

"...will read three 19th Century
ngliah novels on their own..."

---
...willftconstruct.a flow die-

kram of constitutional
mo chies and give examples

to ,/3'diffetent whys -
deci ions can be forced..."

"... Will be able to complete
the work required to enter the
fifth grade by June...."

Answers

B

1. ;f<

2. r f

1111/ 3.

. r

op

of

- .

Co:ment on the Exert1 61 and Answers: In describing HOW the -

performer-is to behave, it is important that enough information be given
po that an outsider could walk into your classroom and find the student

who is behaving. Id exercise #1, you cannot see the performer "appre-
ciating" but'orou could see hip reading. As with terms,

"appreciating" will mean different things to a and fn most

instances mean More,than the-one element, "read it own" in our

example. In example #3 we feel thitt "...descri critical content...,;'

is more explicit than "...completing the work required..." "Completing -

work"'is a bioad statement that could meah any of a variety of activities-.
but "describing" usnally means-writing or talkidg.' Cen you make the

example even pore explicit?

1 .0.00..;11
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A good perform4nce objective des4h'es:

1. WHO the performer is.
. .

2.

3

1

the perforier is-to'behave.

'

the object of behavior is.

.

Thus phrase A is better than phrase B.
r'.

A "...will plan and design institutional advertisement as
measured by..:."

B "Mill plan and as measured

Decide'which:phrage in each pair best answers the questir: Ahat
is the object-of the 'behavior ?" Indicate your choice with a check-

2.

:A

"...will respond positively to
contemporary short stories..."

.

".:.will synthesize the
elemeuts of MobyPidk and `'

3. "..mill imitate and then
ipulate before the end of

the course...."

.......

.

B

"...and will be able to compre-
hend the meaning as indicated...."

"..mill value and respond favor-
ably whe3requested.t.."

".,.will imitate my rendition of
the poem, 'My. Butterfly'...."ts'

"\

I

ISomnientson .the EXercisei,and Answers: In describing the object of
the blehavior-you'are indicating into what specific subject area or part of
a subject.area the student is pdtting his energy. In exercise 11, Imean-
idg" seems to be an objectbut it is not nearly as explicit as, "short

-story," As you are probably begiAning to see, one of the.most important
variables-in good performance objectives is the explicitness of the,

language used to describe each element. is precision Is essential for
claisroon objectives and. objectives for individual studeit. .

sr
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* t A . r :
Thus. Performance -Objective A is better than performance .

oVjecti/e. B. : : " ,Abis. .

. lir'a.

.

, I

. A .

A good performance objective describes:

'1'

.

1. WHO the Reif ormer is .

2. HOW . performer is to behave..-i
.

3 . WHAT We object of behavior is.

-4. 4. VilikN "-the behavior is Ito occur.

4

e . .

A "Sly ,tie elle of, DeceMbet :JohUnf Marsh will demonstrate a .1Q%
. f

. iscrease in his of;Word pronuficiation while reading.

''
a

.accuracy
,

- aloud es 'measured by sthl'itOdent teacher counting correct ,' '-

,..,1:-.: pronOciatioiis."': , s
,. .

I

. - . I".. ,
r,

t °. . t.

eder4"'11. A'$isan May will bilMprehend thi ilpact 'of the repr. tative
ford.. of goteinMeqt demons teated by cher ability to write .9.

, .descrietAon of til effect: on representa-

tives. .:Critepiot.will by the inoluei at Jeas t one
.

encamp lig irtimthe aaily .Uewsiikper.": : i .

., .. 8 Sy 1111 . '
.. 4°. I 6 4 4 S. ° 0., I 4 . s .4 . 4

4

..Dgcide-mbich-..Phrasip in mach pair best dieperOei;

T1
the behavior

is to be "perfOried, Indicate ypur Choice. with *"CheCk matk 0 .
. , .

4 ; ikA. . , B
s, ,. , /f

1. "By the 'and of the ' ..' " .. ; ''All =seiciow high students o

simpRier.. Iv-.. .., / ;

.

2. i .will ilmitAteforrectly
. hefire going ,o114 to' thefirectioilp.

that 'covers -pigalletiOn."..,,.":;
Vr If

' 4 .4. ° 'or

3., "In order to Araduate.,* stCde4td.

must take the foL1owing.)::"

;A complete We'coOse....,"

Puplls
ell SVentually deyelop cognity4
iskillsAn reading as,indicited".by
.a.scpreno .

, . r

8

4

'I

.;
I

'"11efare 'using the auto-tutor,.

scudente'must pass the entrance
exam In. 10. 41!

Answers

BT

a
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-p' -t
Comment on the Exercises and Answers: WHEN the behavioets to

Abe iserformedfmaY refer-e° real time, "...by the end of:ithe first
semester...,"or a Aecfgence, "...pass Unit I with'a.lap% scorg Sefo're.
cluing to Unit II." The reason for describing the time element is.to

s t the-performance objecting in'a frame'of action: ff:perforiance
ob'ectives are fO'be used:'theY should be part of ongoing programs'

reasondble deadlines and'approiriate dequential'relations,long performance objeCtives:: -N\

4

, -

1

1

' 4 1

2
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-A good performance objective describes:

I. WHO the performer_is.s"

. 2. SHOW the performer is to behave.

3. WHAT the object of behavior is.

4. WHEN the behavior is to occur.
. * b

5, 119W the behavior will be MEASURED'.

-Thus performance objective A is better than B.

A- By the end of Unit R the 11th grade students will be ablq to
construct a flOw diagram of a constitutional monarchy and give
examples to indicate three different waideciiions can,be "
forced. The flow diagram will be measured against the one
made in the text but be fresh exampIesi,Diagram and 4 'points
must be exact.

B Upon completiosvOf College Prep I, the students will
demonstrate note-taking skills by listening to a variety, of
lecture styles. They must indicate major polo* and agree- .L

''with lecturer 90% of the time.

Decide which performance objective in each of the4following pairs:
tells how the behavior will be HEASVRED.. Indicate your choice with a
check mark ().

4

A

1. "By -the end of the term

students-will have responded
positively toward contemporary
literature as indicated by 802
of the students having read a
review iwthe New York Timei
Book Review measured by teacher
observation during free feeding
periods.

....11,-"At the end of Wiitinnkilt;
J,'the students will be able to
'write a,200-400 word argument .

stating under what conditions
the Vietnam war might or might
not be justified. The teacher

, will rate arguments with this
'checklist:. (I.) appeals to

'reader'e desire for security or
desite to help °theta; (2) modest
in claims; 13) ends with a strong
statement of the case."

B

"After the unit.on 'Everday
'Uses for Algebra,' the students
jell respond more fositively,
toward algebra at least 80 out
'of 100 times."

"Before advancing Co Argumenta-
tive Waiting students must be
able to write a brief narrative
recalling something that
happened or they read that
'brought about a change in thete.

behsvior4,They twat 'score 100Z
on this exercise:"

3



3. "Before beginning Part IV my
students must demonstrate:
their understanding of the
major systems and parts of
the himan body 0,, preparing a
brief pager which must be at
least 90% accurate.'"

:g1

17

%

i "At the end of this primary

science unit students will
demonstrate that they,can col-
lect, record and present
information in tabular Or
graphic form. They will choose
one of the following newspaper
areas: weather, temperature,
stock market item, traffic
accidents. Their data must
agree 100% with the teacher's
tabulation of the same data."

2.

4

3.

Answers,

B

Comment on the Exercises and Answers: How you collecgok
inforMation-meAsnre - is extteAely critical, and often the OM-where
good teaching bogs down. Exercise #1A refers to a contemporary and
measurable objectiVe.bnt in #1B'there4is.no indication of how the
behavior would be measured, In'exercise #2A, performance is meolured
against a checklist which cild have'alsofbeen Used for #2B. In
exercise #3B there is a measure implied which requires the teacher to
carefully read a major portion of:the daily newspaper and tabulate
data. A lot of.work! Can you think.of a more practical way of
measuring the behavior In #3B?

r

44
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A good perfbrmance objective describes:

1. WHO the performer is.

As 2. HOW the performer is to behave.

1

3. ,WHAT the object of behavior is.

4. WHEN the behavior is to occur'.
s

5. HOW the behavior is tb.be MEASURED.

6. HOW WELL the performer is to behave.

Thus performance objective A is better than 1.

A "The students in Biology I will be able to do the folldiring
at the end of the semester: Use three resources to prepare a
written description of the distribution and characteristics
of .any animal fond in the United States. Measurement will
be C.-muting the resources referred to Add comparison of their
paper against the "distributiond characteristic" list pre-
pared by the.members of our department. Success will be 95%,
correct entries."

B "Students in the Science Inquiry-Course will, at the end of
the term be aBle to design an experiment in -which the follow.
ing principles of learning are demonstrated: (1) acqUisition
of an operant response; (2) extinctideBINNIO, operant response.
Results wall be self-reported in graphic fob for Seasuremeat
purposes and the teacher will make random observations during*

-
the actual experiments."

Decide hich phrase is each pair best answers.the question HOW
WELL? Indicate your choice with a check mark (6.

A B

1. "...an average score will be
acceptable...."

_2. "...each student must do at
least twice as well as h did
at the beginning of the
course;..."

mr

3. ."...class Sal score an
average of 525-odthe Middlesex
High tomprehensive exams."

v,,

a.

"...four out of the five Sub-
skills must-be performed in 11
minutes.."

A "Improvement 11 be measured
against entry behavior with
each student being his own
standard." .
"...will score well enough to
be considered a c011ege'prep
student."

23
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tAtdwers

A

P-

Comment on°Exercises and Answers: It is important that success
or HOW WELL, be. stated relative to a-.performance objective. Exercise
#lA is unacceptable because HOW WELL is not known until all the scores
are in and the average can be'calculated. 'Thii.makes:the performance
objective unpredictable from the teacher and student point of view And
leaves both "directionlesv." An itteresting statement of HOI WELL is
used in exercise #2A 'where the teacher wanted to increase the reading
rate.for a group of nearly Illiterate children. She used an individ-
ualized criterion in that each student would double his entry rate.
Since the encxy, rate can be determined, the performance objective is
known at the outset unlike #lA. In exercise #2B anything could,be con -
sidered improvement, so it is Unacceptable: The teacher in #3A learned
that her cast year's students all scored quite low on one section of
the school comprehensive-exam, getting an average spore of less than
500. This year she will give special attention to thia.area and hence
has established a class based criterion of 525.

0

ti
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objectives. 'Keep it in front of you awhile writing and selectifig yoUr

20

' $

ConCluditigRomarki

This chapter has shown the relationship of goals to pereitmance

objectives by contrasting the general guidande function of goals and the

dgtailed direction given in a performance objective. Goals without
it

performance objectives would be like driving to a city whose name was

familiar but without the aid of a map. On the'othei hand,. a scattered

array of performance objectives would eresembl, dead-end streets and

circular drives. Performince objectives are tied together by a common

goal.

1

The last part of this chapter, on writing performance objectives,

is the pivot-pant for this book and the entire accountability process.

A set of written performance objectives will allay a classioom teacher

to (1) accurately select or develop tests for needs assessment and

evdivation; (2) dei.relop delivery' systems appropriate to thosemobjectivel;

and (3) sort_and select from meting locally'and commercially prepared

systems..stems.

-

One final benefit that will acc*ue as you write more and'uore

1
PerfranceObjeCtives'is skill at selecting from those produced by .

others. You can altio modify those that do not exactly meet the Michigan

Department f Education standards. To these ends a checklist is

4ncluded on the next page that silicifies the critoodof good performahce

'own tAlrformance. objectives.

I

4.,

25
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. . # 1!

CHECKLIST FOR WAITING AND dELNCTING
PERFORMANCE6ORJECTIVES

. ' A good

questions:

performanCe'objeCtiVe4swers each of the following a-

-

1. PERFORMER - Who 14 the performer?

2. BEHAVIOR - How should -the performer ,behave ?,

3. OBJEdrOF THE BEHAVIOR - What is the object of the behavior?'

4. TIME - When should the behOior occur?

5. SHOW MEASURED'- How is the behaVior to be measured?
-

6. HOW WELL - How well is the performer to behave?

11.
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. "2mi-tag identified

. :
performenCe objectives .

e relationship between them

the variance between . . .

r

CHAPTER III

ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS

ti

,e4

I. Ide0ificatiOn of Goals,

II. Peffbrance 'Objectives'

III. Aspesident of /Lids

IV. Analysis of Delivery
Systems

V. Evaluation

VI:N.Eedommendations

SummarT

the gohlsand having articulated the

: it is necessary to'assess the existing_

. : The object is to give some notion of

perforMance objectives and what the.childvr

children can do". _rn the' very practicg. sense, ,a needs ass6issment is a

- . . -. ,

...test given before instruction (or'defiYtry systim analysis) to deteimtne-

1.

4.

iftd.c4Nperformance objectives the student- has alkeadyMastered..'If a
4

. , . . ,

. .

student
41
gan a*ilemonstrate.portion.of the objectives, instruction milLbe

, ,

.. , - ..
given for the.r, easAnIng objective . 'This afiapter is ahopt needs

.

1014Rsment and its,relation to edu,atiOnal accOnntah4l4py, its advantages
.. ,.

and eftgestions on how.ts,get.st ad in your classroom.

/
947

I

-
A

4

A
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Assessment of Needs and Accduntability
te

The first stemin educationil accountability; stating c.Obion

,}goals and writing performanceobjectives, indicate wheie we shoild aim

our educational efforts. Condujtiug a needs assessment produces

-
information about Which objectives have been met by which students. This

gives the classrooniteaeblya.picture of what each of his /her students

4.
has acqomplishedand has to accomplish. From the delivery system

analysis will come wes to a?sist students in achieving the necessary

performance qbjectives\ and fintily, evaluation vill'iudicate'if per-

4
formance objectives wer achieved and what changes, if any, ne d to be

made in the delivery system.

to

k

Advantages vof..Needs Assealpent

lAisessing needsbe±ore instruction or modification of the

delivery system

Dias

orm.of'ti test

has several: important results for teachers and students.

4
eminating course goals. A needs assessment often takes the

,

whose items parallel performance objectives for a particu-

lar cldss or subject. The written items can be shown,to other teachers,

and 'to administrators'and:parents as4indications of what you are trying

rIF
to'accomplish. In other words,' die instrument for needs assessment can

let others know about your goals and performance objectives.

Informing stUdants of goals. Imagine that ydu assessed your

401,. students'.needs using a teat representing sour performance objectives.
- .

After you had determined.which,perfo

mastered, each student or grobo up bf

ey had to accomplish in the cou

electing insibwaif!..' Information about each student's prior

achieve pent of perfotmAnce objectivas is essential for tadaillising
,

ce objectives they had not'yet

ti could be told exactly ghat .

.44
28
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4

instruction. It helps locate the appropriate instructional path for

each student. If only one instructional path is offered, you can select

4allose students for w'hom that pat uld be appropriate and, perhaps,

recommend remedial work of anced work for, the of
-3.

Course outline* You can use a test (or'mo enerall the
.

,

performance objectives represented by the test) as the basis for an out-

line or guide for teaching during the year. ,

. . ,

bEconomy.
. x

Needs assessment can help detefmine not only what to
- ...

411.-

teach but also what not to teach. If a pretest shows that most of the

students already know certain arithmetic skills, the'teacher can use time

more effectively to teach hew things. In this way, not only do you con-
411.

serve time, but also the class probably willbe better motivated since

they will not be bored by material with which they already are familiar.

Needs Assessment in Practice

The judges in a spelling bee keep trapk of how many words each
contestant spells correctly. The child who spells the most words
correctly. receives first prizes

Until recently in education most measurement instruments have
.

given gelative information as in the spelling bee. That is, ye. have
4

highly deVeloped means to testAtudents in eadertto rank'them, reject or

.select them pass or fail them, all based on performance compared. to other

:istudents. Such measurement iiuseful in the system of education,

' especially for administrative purposes. AdiAtionally, there are cases

where ranking students serves important educational goals. Fog instance,

if you select tutors to help students learn-fine pointsqlb French pro-
,

nunciation, you want those with the most skills. For thigh a teat which

efficienilvcompares students with each other is needed.
f

.V_ Such measurement Often faila'fo tell"theistudent very much about
.c

- his own cbmpetence eigee $11 thatshe Usually knows is that'he did a lot

I
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: `of things wrong (and failed) or, did a lot

It is a gross indication of his ability.,

of things right (and passed),

Similarly, the teacher gets'

little information from-a grade or a test score. She may know that a

student is doing 802 wofk in arithmetic. *But she does not know in any

detail why he is scoring 802 nor what tbe.20% deticiericy.representt.

This means thatOlifie cannot" adequately miasmas !tithe student is some-

what deficient and consequently cannot prescribe any delivery system
AO 4

which will bring him to a desirable level of competence.' Now.cassider
00 the following example:

$.

.0
The doctor,

4
measures the patient's pulse

#
rate and temperature 90

0.istens to'his breathing through a stethoscope. On the basis of ,

thee. meaftrements, the doctor prescribes a particular drug.

A physician determines a person's health and well-being by

measuring the current physical condition and-comparing the, results

against st ards accepted by the mediCal profession at indicators of

"good h alth." :There are performancelobjectives for heart rate,, blo6d

press*, respiration and so an.- In fact these.mmedical performance

. objectives" areas as specific and detailed as those you learned to write
.

in Chapter If an individual is not achieving one or several of
. . .

these medical pfffoi-manca objectives, a prescription specific' to that

'illness is made.

Now teachers need .tests which are,more like the medical example.

st.te4116 use today provide

spellthg bee example.

the kind of infoi6ation that was derived

That is, they indicpte how astudent

performing relatiove to other students../PIn order to Orictice educational

atttountability, a different typeidf testing information is required

Here. one needs tokknow.,how. a student's performahce compares with'Unown

performance objectifies that have been established or selected by the

lot

1.04141
It.) ILI
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tether: Therefore, instead of indicating that a student scores in'a

certain percentile we would indicate which performance objectives have

been mastered and which have,,abt been mastered. ,Tests that-Inc:Nide thia
a

type of information and are useful for needs assessment in the clasiroom

are objective referenced tests. c

qbiective referenced tests

An objective referenced test, used to show which perforspce .

objectivei (or sub-parts of performance-objectives) have been mastered,

O

emphasizes the content of the test in terms of several items covering , -

410

each performanceobjective. Tradititne tests are designed to compare

students with each other. Therefore a slide range of_ item, is

quite importantand fewer items per objective'are used.. They are

Selected on their ability to differentiate among dents. Xn contrast,

objective refe ced tests compare student performance with the per-,

iformance objective. 11m:shape of the distribution of scores fa -objective
.

referenced tests usjed.for needs assessment is-of little concern. The

scores might fall into two blocks,, very high and-very low. Individual

questions would have a Uniform level, of difficulty for the particular

objective they meastre.

In certain instances the difference between a traditional

achievement' test and an objective refere nced test mine only in the

way one /ofks at data from the same measuring instrument - total

,score versus component scores.,or corrected as right or wrong versus

partial credit being given for partial solutions, etc, However, with

clear perfqsance Objectives written as detailed in Chapter II you can

select traditional achievement tests that match those objectives. You

can then !care these tests fox' mastery of performance objectives rather.

T
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than.the traditional relative score. Further, Chapter V has a detailedip
,discussion of constructing your eats for evaluation of mastery of

4'

performance objectives tlhich may also be used for needs assessment.

- You may have.,concluded that the tests and measuring instruments

used for assessing needs are similar or identical to those needed for

*valuation. This is eorrecNNeThere is au important difference; though,

and'it lies in when the instruments are put to use. Needs assessment_

. ,
, .

,

',oceurs'befo;4inetruction and indicates which performance objectives
, V4 ,have alfeadY been mastered. As will be.dIscussed ipidif1. in Chapter.V,

#71 ievaluation occurs'afterinstruction to determine- ..pp*TpTsence dbjec-

1C-,2"Lives beei.met .

5
,

_

'

Variety of measures

Or
A One can generally assume thatxUeeds assessment is accomplished by

ity

using an objective refereiced measure either-developed by the teacher or. _

commercially produced. However there are inertinces when a-simple fie-_

. .

- quenhy measure requiriUg little developee nteffort.is appropriatt.
ev,

Consider the follawiig performante.objective taken from Chapter II:

At the epd of this primary science unitotudeuts will demonstrate
that they can collect, record andipreget information in tabular or
graphic form. They 'will choosemone of the folloWing nebspaper Areas:
weather; temperature, stock market item, traffic accidents. Their
data must agree 100% with:the teacher's tabaation of the' same

Nowimagine 'that five of the students in this class rarely use

the library without being dilimptive. SiOce they are usually asked to
.

4. -

leave within'five minutes after entering,the opportUnity for collecting

the newspaper data does not exist (assume the work is to be done in the

library rather flan at hOme). Obviously these five students are not

showing the behaviors that-contribute to the above performance objective.

So, the teacher, develops the following objective al -a step toward

rf
jchieving the first_objedtive. .
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.

Alltudebts in my primary science course will spend` sixty
uninterrupted minutes in the ribrary-twice 'each week reading,the
newspaper'. ThebehaVior will be measured by using the "time-in" and.
"time-out" indicators on the libraft pass cards.

The needs assessment for this performance objective is not a
.

test but rather a simple measure of the frequency and duration of Visiting

the library. A simple count or tabulation and perhaps a graph would be

an appropriate "test instrument." in ChaptetrV where evaluation

techniques aiirdedcribeil, there is a detailed discussiqn of instruments

that can be used for assessing needs as well revaluation when simple

frequency counts are appropri ate. 0 .

Concluding Remarks

. < The third step in educational accountability is needs assessment.

to determine which performance objectives ave been mastered.- Instruc-

tion or delivery system analysis follows for those performabce objectives

4 n8leastered. Classroom level needd assess nmet is often centered around

basic skills and involves objective referenced testing- Objective

,referenced tests grow diiectly out of written .performance objectives in

that the perforiance objective either` specified a commercial test or

Another method for Measuring the behavior. Simple counting, tabulation

add' graphing are often used when assess Objectives, especially in

area other than basic skills and for-objectives telated. to parent

participationlin educational development.

Needs assessment provides you with information-necessary to plan

your curriculum for groups or individuals. First, the nature of the cur-
-

riculum is determined by the results of the needs
.

assessment. (:In a -

. sense those performance objectives not metered become the course, class,

serest outlApe, o; the basis for individualised instruction. More

-St
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complex decisions can-also be based on the results.of needs assessment.

.

Recommendatio4 about.the placement of individual students are made by
46

I-comparing the results obtained from an individual student with the ,

. performance objectives. Questions about grouping students can be

approached with .precise information.

A needs assessment cannot be conducted unless performance

objectives have been developed., There are two reasons. Fiist, it world

' he wiiielear what type of needs anent test should be develoThd or

selected and what behavior should be assessed. Second,without the'

performatce,objective there is no criterion for judging the information
4

from ceds assessment.-:There is nojmeed (Or basis upon which!) to,make.

educational decisions unless there are performance objectives.

ti
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CHAPTER IV

:ANALYSIS OF DELIVERY SYSTEMS

4

I. Identification of Goals

p

II. Performance Objectives

III. Assessment of Needs

4 IV. Analysis of Delivery
Systems

V. Evaluation

VI: Recommendation's

Summary

This ChSpter is about the classroom as a learning environment

and the teacher as the producer and manager of that environment. The

following ingredients of the enviromsimitsummarite the chApter:-,-

a)
. 4

a performance objective for the student is specified;

b) theLstudent is made aware of small steptetowarkt.this

objective; . .

A

c) .information about his performanc is immediate and eantiliani;'

d) the environment issensitive to the student, i.e., it
.

responds differentially to degrees of-good and poor

performance;

e) information is provided to both student and teacher:

- the sin4ent learns not just whether he's right or wrong,

but how 'ter right or Won* he

- the teacher learns not just Where a particular studedt
is in his learning at any given point in time, bUt
learns about the success and failure af a given instruc-

P 3
30
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At instructional'adquence and receives data in sufficient
detail to help in revision.

f) the teacher is primarily undeethe control of the student.
That is, the teacher's behavior adjusts mament.by moment .

as a function of his.succehs or failure in producing the.
desired behavior in tge'student.

o

What is the function.of a teacher in this scheme? One.anSwer is,

that it is the tisChees.jOb to help students reach-specified performance

°N.standards by the end of the time available for'instructiori. The teacher

performs other functions, but for the purposes of these materials we

will focus on the teacher's responsibility,to produce student per-

far-mance.

Studaarperformance is affected by many factors, such as previous

training, interest in

-peer group pressure.

the subject, health, aVaikable,alternatives, and
111;

Teachers° influence on student performance can,,be
-

exercised only in-those areas over which they have some control. Four

areas over which the teacher exercises control are the foci's of this

11They are: I. InstrUctional Sequencing (What is Taught When);

Design of ClassroomActivities (How to'Use Class Tiie to Best

to Student Performance), III. The D-sign or Feedback Systems '

and Maintain Classroom Performance (A Meanrof Communicaiing4F

and Student Progrest Toward Them), and IV. Accentuating the

Contribute

to Improve)

Objectives

Positive.
I.

These materials'are designed to'help you change the learning

environment of your students;to one whiCh more closely approitim;teit the

one suggested above. This is the type of delivery system analysis,

' usually done by teachers. ,

For purposes of this chapar'a delivery system is whatever the

teacher-does to help the itudetts reach the performance objectives and ,

goals. Total' delivery system Analysis includedargas in ecieition to the

-36
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classroom and,.therefore, out of the direct controlAbf the classro

teacher. These include: student fiiancial aseistartee, alternative

hccupational ;cheduling, development Of neighborhood educational faciii -

.ties, year round schooling', improvement of nutrition through school
.

meals and many more.

I. Instructional Sequencing

SupOose a colleague brought Au the following problem:

"I can't understand what's wrong with my students.

so easily.

My objective was for
questions on each-of

They forget

each student to correctly answer4 out of 5
3 units on Akricd by February.

It the fall my class studied the climatic conditions of various
parts of .Africa. At the end of that Unit they all did very well

on the Unit.test.

The class then studied Unit 2 on names of countries in Africa

and their capitals, too): the teat on that and did well. Unit 3

covered the various governmental forms in Afrfca and everyone

tested satisfactorily.

However, on the final exam the class missed- most of the items on
climatic conditions fu Africa and a few on the names of .the

countries and capitals. They did okay on the forms of government.

These results are my needs assessment for the objective.

ROW can I oTercoTe this problem of 'instant forgetting' (improve

my delivery system) for the,nest class?"
Ab.

What could you suggest to Tier?

-L Put climatic conditions laillt?

You could, but probably Whatever came

-.Rand Ott booklets on Improving Your
ThisewouId Kobably be used, but not
conditions of, Africa.

'

first would be forgotten.

Memory? .

to remember climatic

There are ways to Attack,the problem of "forgattine andtb. one that

you will learn here is: cumulative .reviess ond testing.

One solution to the problem of "forgetting" is.to)provide

I^

continuing opportusaties for USING the material learned

37
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In the case of the African studies, the unit tests did provide a

good opportunity for using the material learned, but only the material in

the one unit.
.1

/...Revising the course according to the "Cumulative. Review and

Testing" suggestions, it would be like this:

Teach

unit 1:
Climatic Conditions

4-

Unit 2;'& 1 al.

as it relates
td 2: Names of
Countries and
Capitals

Unit 3; & previous
units as they
-relate to 34. Forms'
of

'Tett

Unit 1

Unit 2 and 1
as it relates

'- to 2

Unit.3; 2,
and 1 as
they relate
to 3

Sample Items
,

1. That Is the climate like in
this northernmost portion of Africa?

2. Suppose you wanted to move to
a caOtal city which had a dry cool
climate. Name a capital city that
would be in a dry cool climatic
area and name the 'country in which.
that.dIty,is located:

capital city:

country:

3. Suppose you met an ambassadoie
- from Africa and learned that he

represented's country run'by a
military dictatorship that was
located in'a h4t humid arekof
Afriea. =such a country link
the capit f that country. '

coun
capita].:

Look at Sample Item 2 on this page. If the'student studied only

Unit 2: "Names of Countries and Capitaletcould he successfu)ay answer

the item? .Probably not, since the item requires*knowledge of clima4c-

conditions (taug in Unit1).pluS.knowledge of countries and capitals.

' II
711.68 revision provides "continuing opportunity to usftaterial learned at

any point in the'course. The rule used to,make this revision is:

Integrate and teat previously covered material as
you teach and test new units within a course. ,

, --

#.

I
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Exercise

34

.

.4, .

Using this rule,', revise the sequence below to solve this problem:

needs assessment-shows students ;!forgetting" addition between Untt 1 and
Unit 4. t,

Test Sample Items

Unit 11-Addition Unit 1 1. 'solve these probleis:
of 1 and 2 digits

6 '\ 4 72 13.
+3 le +48 +88

Unit 2: Subtrac- Unit 2 2. Solvg'these problems:
tion of 1 & 2
digits

I
7 17 16 / 974'

) -2 -- 8 -12 -49

Unit 3: Multipli-
cation, l' digit

Unit 3 3. Solve these Oxeblems:
.9 .5 0, 2 9

"x8

'Unit 4:41ultipli- Unit 4 . Solve these problems:
catiOn, 2. digits' . 14 45 .84 .

II x12 x72 x39

/"...7Results

OK

OK

OK

A -

Describe your rgviseNbequence on a skeet of paper. Use the
headings:

Jae_ach Test . Sample Items

f 1

Answer: A Sample Revised Sequence'
0k,

:rest

6

_4.3

r

SampleTeach
't

Unit 1 .Unit 1, 4,

+11

Unit 2 & Unit 1 'Unit 1 & 7 5 14
as it relates to 2 Unit 2 -2 +8 -88

/. Unit 3 & 1;'2 as&' Unit 1 12
they relate to 3 Unit 2 4/

Unit 3

*nit 4 1, ? & 3 Unit, 1 11 14 18
as they, relate to 4 Unit 2 -3 x12 -9

Unit 6
Unit 4

39

,

16

+2

8

24

x36.

110

4 .
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,

So fai we have seen that one method.of improving overall student

performance through Sequencing involves relating' previously learned

material to that.which is presen tly being taught.' ThiS means:

1) As we, teach a new unit, we must also teach how previously

learned material relates to this new unit; and

2) As we tesiffor student mastery over the currently taught. unit,
.y

--

._

we should aiso test for mastery of how previously learned

material relates to the cutyrt unit.
4/1

By,teaching a+testing each u

student has only a collmdtion of bits of

an Isolated segment,.the

'rmation'which he must try td

structure -on his own or which

designing a course using ,this

likely to learn the concepts,

46

parts of the subjecrMatter.

never does bedome a structured, whole. 1111

---

,concept, of cumulative review, the student is

interrelationships, and functions ofsirarious

II. Design of Classroom Activities

41%

On a day-to-day basis there are filmy sings that can'be done to-

improve the likelihood of student success.
- ..:" .

. A

Since therb are manyoStildents of varying performance1evels in a

classioom and since there ar' limited time and redourcea,10te,challenge

of best use of classrooi t is acontinOing one. Th4s section suggests

ways in,which better use can be made of effective teachinglractices

already in use
r w

.

II, .

You, as a teacher, are alrgadY-doingpany useful, productive and
hi

creative things in the classroom. Unfortunately, it's very often
.

difficult to tell aich actions are helping, which'are hindering, and

which are simply having no effect.

a

'40
p.
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'Here are two. ways to make past and fqture teaching experiences

. .

- -

more useful. The first is 'to- critically evaluate how dikectly-"atelohs

relate to -the objective( and the second. is to adapt past solutions to

prdieit:circumstances:
I

. . ve ,: r _-'. ,- ,.,
1 The .f011ovringexerdises $how how to:

- , ie. , .
1) evaluate suggested actions:as to le/ directly they contriltte

to reaching an objective;' and,.:. ,
. ._ 4

. _.
,

, *.." ..,..

-"...- a ,,

. n .,
< '40 adapt i hst solutions to sitoatioAil Wiih new constraints..

_

,

ftelatii(4' )bition"s to Objectives .
.S....

V
_ . t ,

E.

11.A

a- Exercise ,
..

:-.. -..' Performance Objective: .
- . ,.

(- . ...-
All students id it-second year foreign language ,claits will{

. , speak in animated and natural ways byle end of the year.` The
# teacher 411, obsertteduring

be
convaticin periods.. Student

i tespon'se, to questions will be as:rapid as in Englislt. Statements',
- willbe about topics usually heard in student covversation 'in -* ..
s' range of testhekhearineout 'br 'class; The conversations wil.1.,( ;

.

_resemble 'student conversations out'of colait's by teacher -criiiiiia.
4,

.

Needs AOC hesMent:-
.

.
r ') I ,

,i Whin atudents talk 'they hesitate fieqtleutlY4 and for "5 .to 10 :
seconds. Usually the/ ask th44cher for tr Word., 411s; More than.
5.of the 20 studentseven ta ing.class",cotretsation periode.,, :' -. .

..' .- - "1/4° Given the objective and needs accar.sitmenecibad; check <1)
s the suggistiiil belir which leads more directly to'

.
the objective::t -.. , , .\ ...,-.

4

.:

ir -. . f -,..

, .. -... .0 ,, - 1

1
.. o 1 ,

lop

.;
.

41,

o

°J

;
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Get students to use puppets or
characters on ejlannel.bo
during their presentationsar
pre-reheirsed dialogues. Maybe
using visual aids would ,pidvide
incentive for them to practice
more. They would then present
thei pre-rehearsed dialogues
during class period and because
theyhad practiced more and had
the added stimuli,of visual aids
their presentations should be
ivelyj animated and natural. .

37
J'

B-( )
f

9

The students would, make a.shortidist
of questions about day to day things,
such as school events, clothes, etc.,

. Each group of 3 or-4-should carry on,'
a conversation about one or.more

\4" these topics during the next clasp.
the teacher would epecifythe

opics only at cladstime, students '

t

would be more likely to-use daturs1
conversation as opposed to memorizedt--
dialogues.

wer

.

Because theidialogues 'In ewould_be pre-rehearsed, they would probably,
be less natfiral than free -form conversations on familiar but lest 0
rehearsedAtopica4 B. "04t

. .N. ,
r

Adapting Past Solutions"ta N- traints: , . 4 .

4 %
404

ome generaLways to- meet common. dintsroom constraints would be:
, .

.
,

1) - Using.stUdentedo things, thattmachers could nat'do by
1 ' i

.

(

themalvas.
Iv

2;TA110Wing studei

other.at any

3) Providing for
t

sa progress is_ visible. 0 ''
. ,

.

1 -t
.. '11

, ..,

Most ieacherg would agree with these as useful ideasObeTroblem corned'

. , -,

, :

in seeing Koh 'the ieneral idea. appAies to .their specific circumstances
. ,

. .

r.
4

. $
--, .

ts to 'be doing-differefit things.from etch,.
. .

1211
t r

. 1
.

means ofAponitoiine quantity of quality
4,.. ,...1...

) 4Or 4
,,z .

1

Othd problems

4111, Since

.
t

tea:herd4in Solved similar problems in the past, you may '
A. -- . . . _

find'yourself,in the_position of adapti 'old solutions
- :. , .

,

. . ..
. -

The following exerciseerwill give you practice in that skill. Thert

.

to mew constraints.
;

are no absolute correct answers.' Any 4 livery system (solution) that in
Jai,.

likely.to wait is good. "You are probably on the right track if one other

. teacher looking at the exeiciss agree. that xi= auFgeatton is likely to

help rem. the -objectine.

, a

42 ,
4 4,
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Exercise I' .

V

4

, OBJECTIVI

6

I

CONSTRAINT'

. _

Fifth, grade teacher wanted
membets of the class to
participate in each -
discuSsion.

(Now,

Map t

''"--

ACT9N

Appoint one of the fifth goiters as
discussion leader. He scan call on
each person only once. Whe a per-
son has ofttributed to the discussion
his row is credited with point. The
row to accumulate the most points is
allovted to go out to re ess early.

suppokeyou hatfe tha,samt objective but constraints won't allow the use of Ehe above solution.
the sdliition to each constraint below. .`he first one fe done for you.)

1. Can't let students out Same solution, but different payoff
to recess early. . for the .which earns the most

I

(

poidts.JPossible alternatives; they
get to choose the topic fbr the next
'discussion; they get 5 extra minutes
of library time; they get to choose
the next activity; they get to use
some special materials during arts
and crafts time:

2. No natura groupings
such as rows or tables
exist.

3. Childrentoo shy to gat
up in frost of whole.
clais

0

Your answer:

,4 4



Exercise II

OBJECTIVE

Sixth grade current events -

students whdaare ahead of the
.rest of the class will.engage
in useful cademic-tasksduring
group pac activities.

-(Suppose his teacher can't use the
uggest?)

r-

e

40

'CONSTRAINT
...uommk

ACTION

same solution becpuse of

Let them choose research projects to'
work on in the. library and resort

.thfindings to the class
intermittently. A

the constraints below. What would you
0

1. Administration doesn't
allow them to go to lib-
rary durang a scheduled
class hour.

2. ,,The group that is way
ahead is too numerous
to allow them each to'
report on projects
during class time.

3. The group'that's bored
is a "slow" group and
they just seem to flounr
der when sent to the
library to choose a sub-
ject and research on it

$

Your answer:

Your answer:

41"

Your answer:

IP
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Exercise III,
411,

Now that you lave learned about relating actions to objectives land
adapting past solutions to new constraints, you will have the

to try your hand- at developing entirely new activitieseleading
to objectives., To helj you do this, we have included two. items:

,

1). an Akiyity D Suggestion Ligx
2) an 'Eval Checklistfor assessing your suggestions.

The Activity Design Suggestion List starts onthe following page..
Use ft asiyou go through the -"Simulated Problems" on pages 43 ang 44.

. You may refer to the list any time you're trying to come up with a
. suggested action - in these materials, or in your own teachilik
situations.

0

40

4

Here are the ways you might use the suggestion list:

a) use an item -exactly as it appears on the Suggestion 'List; s

b). modify a suggetition from the:Suggestion List to fit the constraints
of a situation;

c) .uis the Suggestion List as a springboard for generating new
suggestions of your own.

7

The Evalu4tion Checklist is'printed on page 44. Use it to evaluate
and improve your suggested actions'- in these materiels, in
talks with colleagues, and in your own teaching situation.,

'A 4

46
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ACTIVITY DESIGN SUGGESTION LIST
41/4

Below are'soMe Sptcific suggestions for what to do when you want certain
kinds of behavior. This list id a beginning; you wt114undoubtedly want
to ADD YOURIOW(V IDEAS TO.IT.

DESIRED 'BEHAVIOR

A. ,Students go beyond.

exercises in the text-
book

I

4

B. More,clasE;-partici-

pation

SUGGESTION

'1. Adapt present materials by:
II) writing questions,
b) adding 'examples,

c) deleting mateFial
-d) selecting or lesequencing .

material, or
e) providing a model or guide for

students to do a) or b)

2. Obtain supplementarQaterials
.

1. Hand out cards to students. They
turn in one card each time they

participate. Each student must
have turned in all his cardsbefore

'class.ende.

2. Lower yoli standapis for quality of
participation until you get the
QUANTITY of participation up. Then

you calryierk on quality.

3. Have student graph the number'of
Mimes he participates in class. Be-.

inforce improvements

4., Design (and use) materials which re-
quire student participation,.84ch as:

a) Beall group activities Ar';epoits,
!Sh) student-to-student tutoring or

monitoring,
c) documents forsmext class, new sto-

debts, or younger students (such
as an introduction to the school),

d') documents for class-use such as
'questionnaires for field trip or

a list of outside readingson

*

C. Stddents (fast/slow) keep 1.

'occupied while majority of
class is grOup pafed 2.

activity.

some topic f interest,
e) use role pit's, or

f) have student* write (ask) gess-
, tions, problems, or examples'for

.class use.

Continue the group activity, bliX

individualise the standards.
Use ibtividualized instruction
prior.tsclasstine.to Wing everyoss
to sane Irina fOr um, activity;
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ACTIVITY

DESIRED BEHAVIOR

DESIGN SUGGESTION LvT (Cont.)

SUGGESTION

Use individualized instruction con-
currently with the group actiOity.

Use individuals to teach others.

-Students express them -'
selves more freely in
a foreign language or
creative writing

f 0

3.
-,

4.

5.

6.

1.

.

Pair Individuals,

Assign atypical students to pro-
jects which could be carried on
outside the classroom.

1

Teachers speak iii foreign language'
less formally (e.g., -tell an anec-
dote) and'displiY informal rriting
of their own.

2. Ask questions' about daily life rather
than bnly.textbook questions.

'3. Teach early and treat as acceptable
the use oC the phrase in theloreign
language which -sue: "How does one
say ' in

(foreign language)

4. For a foreign language, make one
type that item on quizzes be one of
a,universe of spoken questions-(re-.
quiring spoken answers) such as,
"Tellne about your new dFess/slirt."
"Tell meabout your haircut/hairdo."
"Are you going to the

-ischool event)
"Tell me aboutsitt"

Teachet% participate in role plays
and dialogues, so they can serve as
both model and source of encouragglent
when students useethe language ea-

5.

,Students are aetive

during drills and say
they are interesting

1.

(Now to make drills
more motivating)

2.

3.

Switch from one drill to another
frequently.

Have students lead1 drill.

Provide record, of progress 'in,

skills mastered through drills.

C

48
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Simulated Problems: For the problems below make dt least 2 (TWO)
suggebtions. You may-use the "Activity Design Suggestion List" whenever
you wish. Be as specific as possible and use.eXamples to illustrate what
you mean.

In using the puggestian list first decide-Shat kind of behavior
is relevant. #1 below' Current Events;seems to fit best under B; "More .

class'participation.

Secondly - lOok at the suggestions and choose one that you think-
appropriate, modify a suggestion so it is appropriate or write a suggestion
not on the list.

-
In the case of Problem #1, alof the suggestions under B on the

Suggestion List could be-uSed.

1. Current events. The current events class cdnsists of 32 junior high
students. THgre are 20 minutes allowed for disCussion of some new
event.

Objective: Eaeh student will participate once every other 20 minute
dismission period.

Needs Assessment: Three students seem to dominate and monopolize each
. 20,minute period, The others never volunteer comments.'

Suggestion 1:

Handout cards. Each student turns in a card as he participates; each
student must have all cards turned in before class edds. (modification:
put some time limit, such as 3_minutes,on any student's comments to be
sure there's time for everyone to participate.)

Bl.

Example of use:

.

Make out card's for 6 (six) 3 minute time periods. Distribute them,
making certain that the students who rarely volunteer receive a card.
Allow only students with cards to comment and reqUire students with
cards to comment. They would not be required to use the full 3 minutes.

,
Nowyou make the second suggestion. Give an eximpla.of how it would
be uted. .Then evaluate your suggested action using.the Evaluatioq
Checklist on p. 44. Anothbr way to evaluate your, suggested actions
is to have-another teacher rate them-using the Evaluation Checklist. .

2. Woodworking.. A woodworking class of
positions. Eight students work with
other 16 wander around. The teacher
student gets tp work once every four
time bo contribute to learning about

Nh.
out of four dam.

24 students, has only .might work
materials each day,.while the
rotates the class so that each .

days. He wants. their in-class
woodwOrking more often than one

List 2 (two) suggestions yiiu would make, give examples of use and
evaluate your suggestions.

49
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3. Mathematics. A 40 minute math class consists of 30 students. At
present, the_teacher calls on a studentto put one of the tomework
problems on the board. It is discussed. _She calls on'another stu-
dent to put another problem u§. About 3 or 4 students participate
each day. She wants more students participating daily in order to
get more-iractice'relevant to the homework objectives.

Write 2 (two) suggestions. Give examples of use. Use the Evaluation
Che"cklist to judge your suggestions-or discuss them with another
teacher.

EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Ask yourself these questions:
4

1. Does it contribute to reaching the objective?4V

2. Can I change it so it would contribute more directly? (Iff

so, change it!)

3. Can itleed, given the known constraints on the er?
4 ,

4. Moil much time does it require of the teacher.in cAsi? t-

side'of class?

do

5. Can any of the teacher's actions be taken over by another

person] such as a student or assistant teacher? (If so,

specify how.)

III. The Design of Feedback Systems

What is Feedback?

Feedback to students is the information each one has how well :

he is doing. Feedback can be used to reduce the teacher's workload gad

increase both a student's interest in hig, and the quality and guano,

tity
,

f his work.

50
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The specific feedback system we will be using has these parts:

I.: A task for a student to do related to a performance objective;
2. Quantification of this task;
3. tiraph showing past and present performance on the task;
4. A procedure for using the graph to guide performance improve-

ment or maintenance.

Procedures for Using the Graph

We will first examine part 4, procedures for using the graph, and

. I

later deal with parts 2, and 3. Part 1 has already been treated under Goals

and Performance Objectives.'

The procedure for using the graph:can make the difference between

succes and failure. One procedure, namely commenting only on a deteriora-

'Um in performance or only on how far below standard the student is

verts the originally neutral feedback into a very negative scent. On th

other hand, an alternative procedure, commenting on improvements
\./
in per-

formance, can convert that Originally neutral feedback Into a )very positive

and rewarding event.

The differences in the procedures are:Mlen the teacher chooses.to

comment and what the teacher chooses to say. Here is an example.

.
i

1 . .

a

51
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Cumulative numberof algebra problemi
completed correctly by John Doe

ative 40
problems
correct'

20

io

I

3 4 5

Ilia I

6 7 8 9 10

Session Number

Using the positive strategy a teacher would comment on John's

work on Day 2 and'Day 6, because the performance on each of thOse days
-7'510

shows an increase in the number of problems completed correctly in a

day. He might say:

"Good work"

s

"You did very well today, john" 1111,

"You're.realll catching on"

- "Great - you did 10 problems today" (Day 2)

Do you think John would look forward to comments frcimghis

teacher? Probably, since the comments are recognition that his most

recent work stands out as being good.

He is provided with a model of whit° do rather than whit not

to-do. Since the model is his own work,"blat assured that it is an
, -

attainable model rather than an unrealistic ideal.

52
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One goal ofa feedbadk system in the classroom is to get the
.

student to seek out feedback and use it to'analyze and improve his own

. .

erformance.' He's more likely to do this when he can examine what he's

done right and try to_doimore of it, rather than trying to avoid what

he' 'done'done wrong.

a SUMMtY'OF EFFECTS OF COMMENTING ON IMPROVEMENT
.

VS. COMMENTING ONTETERIORATION.

If one comments on performance

whenit is:
ft.

Improving- .':,Deteriorating

1. The student can be proud of 1. The student can be embarrassed

the comments.

0.1

or angry about the comments.

It tellihim whet to do more 2. It tells him one thing not to

of - provides a model, do, doesn't tell him what to do.

.

3. Wall peek out feedback as 3. He'll avoid feedback as often

often as possible. as possible.

4. If he wants attention he can 4. 'If he wants attention he can

get it by improving. get it by becoling poorer.

Exercise
, .

. . .

. A teacher wishes to comment on, improvement. Check the points.on

the follaking.gripbs at which comments should bi Made.

*
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1.

2.

Cumulative
number of

acceptable
paragraphs

-written

.

48
s

111

A Comment -

at point

A

6

Cumulative 5

number of
grammar 4

exercises
satisfactorily , 3.

completed
2

1

0

3. CumUlative 15

number of
acceptable 10

chemistry
experiments 5..

completed
0

1 2 3 4 5 6

sessionsb

A B

7

,0 - .- 0

) f -1

1 2 3 4-4 5 6 7

-sessions

A

B.,

B A
.1#1. IL;

A B.
0..___71-

+ 1 ,..- .

rneithe Alp -'
.,

1 tr.
I

AwkOer -4. ,
i I

.1 t- u 4 (dr,

both)'
1 2, a 3 4

'eessibn

0.

6

oer
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V

Ji .

lo,
$ ...

Z umul34:
numb

15.

acceptab '10

11.- .c-hegi ry .

. experiments ''. 5'

completed
. 0

*

a

'Mew

.
1. B

%lb '41 AA
3.' neither
4. either (or both)' 4

4-
49

A. * 0

,e

A

0.---o-----i 1
+,:. 4.1.

40 ,,
ore-- 0 '' , -N. '' neither

. '7*O a

1 2 .3 4. 5

session

v.

. either
(or, both)

I,

4'

0..

W

I

.
By capmehtingAtimprovement a'teacher can get-stOdents to:spek

information on'hOWwell they are doing. Once-atudents actively Seek'
. 411 '00

#0 $ this feedback there are irilmadays that the feedback can be Plotted and

4 -,

-.

-
used. ,

a.-- ' OtOhtifyingelle-Task and Reaching ObIlectives

t:WhelleveK you ;decide to keep track_of something you have to
.

4 It t

6s

deride how. you will ,measure it. In the case -of feedbajc. on 'student

40.

size tasks,to.count. Do you
. ,

rformance, you have to decide wha seg
,

\
. :

count kooks 'reqyt; or chapters read, or-vat agraphs read or words read?:.

. . +.
.

The answer ia, "Xi depends". There are times mhenyou4sould
i

...- .
count books read and times when it would be more usdful-to count.W6rds

. ,

.04v

.
read: Zhis,iectilshowa yqu some examples and provides dome practice ce 0.

.
-

,in specifying what size uditsto measure.
_ ,

'..' -
-

. 6

.

Pi
0* lir
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a
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Studefits in'foreign languages often...expectovernight results
W ,

and rightfully sb. If a stude spends 29rlirpokis Working, he should
. .. . . ,.,

.be able to see a chahge in his skills. The problel, Lis that studentse
. .

r

- ..

k'
'

-. and sometimes even teachers keep trac of.onl*.m
i'
acro7progress - (the- ,

..,
' _ .

...,..

,

..kind that takes a year ormore) -'not-micro-progretsif,(the kind that

,can be seen'in
A I

3,,,hours).

For instance, a student bas'studied French 3 hours tonight.. i,
,.

.

V---'
.

.Did h e t -results?
if .

Let's look at iti2-ways:

2 e

V

I. MACRO-PROGRESS way -
........

. 'Does he -know French? fAbsolutely mot
.

', )Does he know more French than yesterday? Not much.,

. 2: - MICRO- PROGRESS 7,11,.
.. .. , ."%

.4 What was he try ngtito master in those 3 hours?
a: 20 vocabulary words I
b. A new verb form ,

c. Comprehension 'Of a 3 page,essay
. . ,

.

Did he succeed? 14,-
.

t.a; He'can translate 16 of the 20 words. (802) . '
b. He can correctly use the new forms the exercises at

, the end of thelesson. (1002) .

c. Re can correctly answer questa the 3 page essay.
(100%) . a '..

Does he knOw "any more than yesterday?
He sure does 1'

44001" new vocabsplary wards .

1. new verb form

3 pages of a Fiendhlessay
'

I

The point is that all too often we only identify_the endAargrt'

performance of a'iourse, but don't bo to ,br(eak it.dowa.into,
'mg

.

*), m
,ariintermate points of progress.

...

t
.

"

11
, City; it doesn't really re very long, and

. - . .

..... lye to Mexico

V/ 4 80 o rutve.a car

.

. This is Like saying to someone in

.

,
1* 5 a .,

4, , ,
4,

'Iafter you get there ". II thedfiver doesn't know of the points

1

. .

.

. ''.

'.*+,.
'.. \

.

%
.

-,-

. , .. 4* .s .

te
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along the way, he,may get discouraged after a while and say, "I'm,

still not there! You may not think it takes vety long, but I'm tired

.

and don't know how much longer this will go,on. I quit!" The driver

,might
.

saithii
0
to himself 10001biles north.of Mexico City, in Texas,

..
-

or in southern Minnesota, depending on his.expectations.

Exercise )

Assime'that;you are talking with a geology teacher who brings

in the two performance feedback charts below and says.
-'

A.

"I plan to give the st
larst day of class, so

.411Whisvemeht. That wa
objective for the cour

V

is a performance fetdback chart the -
tothey can see some change in"their

y can keep-track of their progress. An

e'ia to be able to identify 120 rocks to my

satisfaction. An objective for the first 10 sessior is to be

able tosort rocks into 3 major types without naming specific

rocks. Which of these.graphs-id better, A.or B?"

Cumulative 60

number o&
Focks 50

\--identified

(This is the way the graph
looks at the end of five

sessions)

L

I

2 ' 3 4 5

S;isions

5

8 9 d

ttp

t



-,

a

B.

A

4.47
G.

52.

9

Aro

Cumulatiire 6 t
.(This .1.8 -the waynumber et

\.
.. 0 this graph.looks atrocks clas-

.. , the end of fivesified into ---
sessions)3 major , 10

. dr-

categories.

AusWer

0

1 11P2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 Aps .

Sessions
8,.

B.

In graphwA, nothing is,sntered by,the end of Session 5. -in graph B,o 5 rock6 are. entered by the end of Session. 5'. These.
dr 4

,rocks whi-ch the student can classify as to type.

5

5'

P

.
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i
* Once the students have experienced success in a segment of the

course,-itsis a good idea to relate that successful performance'to

larger units in the course.
, -

ing the next 20 sessions, the geology students will have -to

learn sIcific names of igneous,rocka. Aeli.the beginning of"Session

11 the
. -

er might hand out a graph covering the first.six,weeks.or

30 sessions that looked like this:

. 5

-24 ,s
*

20

tri
6

Rock
16 Here is where°

you should be

identification
sui)tasks,

completed:

12

,8 O-CSI

in four weeks.

Ala

4
0
:1.104eikare here.

0

2 4 6 8, 10 1 12 14 16, 18 20, 22 '24 26 '28 30

.' 1

This would indicate:

1) flow much the student-had already accomplished.

2) Objectives for the next units. r

Throuth feedback charts which allow the stmt to sap his progress,

interest can be maireained °veva-long. periods of time.'
0.

.Tosidents Who md not be specialists in , field at the time

411 .

they first en,r our .specialtywe have a selling job to do to con-

,.

,-
,..

vinee thpm that:
: ,

.. .....---
.

-

1),If they study this' field there will be an opportunity for .

enjoyable experiences not ?thefiiise available to them; and

Sessions

logy: 1st six weeks

.

2) They are capable of learning the subject matterqn this field. r

.59
7,
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The first function can be fulfilled by showing studentl; some
. _

.

-Of the things they'll be able to do-after the course thatilleyNcan!t .

do now.

, t
, C .

.

Often it is possibleto convince
t.!

a student of the value of
. . .

. Ieirning a subject matter anestiii riot'be able to convince him-that
.0"

. he could_maste'r a meaningful part-of it: He knows wherg(he is now in

terms of skill in using the subject matter. and can see no way of
it -_ ..

getting flow, Where he is to-where you're telling him he cat be by the
. -

end of the year. .

4
. ,

N

One way of convincing student the feasibility of their
. t.

.
.

,

. .

achievirig what you say t hey can achieve is to give them short-teri'
-- .

_
.

. .

.

.

goals and have them quickly experience success in meeting these goals.

(4,
IV.- Accentuat the Positive

An important point in the design of feedback systems is thatt

,a little bit of attention to the progress a student-iomaking will

produce even more success.

- .

Our emphasis throughout this course has been positive. In

. .determining goals and-performance objectives we.encouraged you through
S

our examples to state things in a!Oositive tray. ,Our needs assessment

and evaluation strategies also elphagized.the measurement of'Succass
.

rather.4h4n,dwelliagis failure."' Here i.n the-examination of a few,.

delivery system techniques, we have 41so emphasized the, success rather
4

thin the'failure of students. In fact some things and events'not:only

, _provide student'with information &tout htrimmcceits but cause his O.

to do more of the same/.

We are encouraging you to direct yogic attention to positive

behaViors and reduce your attention, to negative behavior.
4

ti
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As with y of the delivery system techniques you need some

. ,

ate of, affaireiOeforethey are tried so you (1) can

tell, if it' ,a tually needed and (2) have something -to measure its

effectiveness against. Ii'xou wish to try ignoring-negatiVe behavior

and responding to positive behavior as a delivery system to, change

undesired behaviOt.; a needs assessment measure is an appropriate early

§tep. Here's an example!"

Objective: -Each student in,the 7th grade'shall'-
.

. talk during recitation by. fitst-raising
his band and being recognized by the

1111 teache'r. Teacher will record frequency_
of desired response.'

Needs. Assessment:. Five of the 23-students talked'a total
of ,49 dimes during the last three days
without raising their hand. Eighteen
students already meet thb objective.

4

Delivery'System Analysis: For the five students not Achieving
the perforiance objective the teacher
swps whatever she'is doing anajcmcolL,
recto" the undesired behavior. The

"ethod willObe to ignore talking ou
of turn and respond to each.student
raiping.a hand. -Prie student ,will help

by tallying persons whO raised their
hands. Five minutes at the end of .

recitation will,be reserved for those
who raised.their hands to talk if they
did notiget a chance earlier.

41.

Evaluation: Retord proper mad improper talking on
a daily babis to note effect of new
delivery system.

Ricommenclation: _Write up success desciibing the procedure
for other teachers in your building.

Concluding Remarks

,The Michigan Department 9f Education's position,statement on

educational accountability' describes the delivery system as that part
IN

of the educational system tlit.pirduce0 whatasieespent indicates is

61 '
4C
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needed. The classroom appycatien is in areas where the teacher has

direct control andvaponsibility for producing and managing the learning4
,

cenvironment. .Complete delivery system analysis and management includes
- .

several additional areas no&di4ctly,contraled by. the teacher such S.

as the.home environment.

Needs assessment specifies which' performance objectives have to

be mastered and the performance objectives specify what the delivery

system must produce. Further, they indicate the kind of delivery
.-4

system needed. If the behavior element of the performanse objective

adlifies "writing'," then deliverisystems or instruction Conelsttng

1.
mainly of reading and reciting muse% ruled,out.

q

Now it, is time to move on to the temaining steps inIthe

accountabilit ,procesi and'ask if the delivery. system is working. The
,.

. er-
. next chapter describes a variety of ways to-ask this question; gather ',

st ...
.

data for the answer, and make recommendations for improv.ement.
4

A" 46' . .
. t

41.
4111111,
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CHAPTER: V

EVALUATION ,Alt RECOMENDATIONS

IdentificatiA of Goals

Performance Objectives

Assessment of.Needst

Amilylis of Delivery System

,

Evaluation

. Recommendations

40
,SummaryI'

Eviii;:irawft-testing Whethera new or existing delivery Sylem

dr' 0
serles the assessed needs and is, done both during and at the end of

instruction. It will become clear in this chapter that performance

'objectives of break down into smaller objectives or intermediate

points of progress. Evaluation during instruction is aimedat these

am ller objectives while at the end of illktruction evaluation Is aimed

at the main performance objectives. va,They are wadi" and equally

important. The availability of performance objectives allows teachers
.

lo fairly test what they.taughf, to apalyze complex behaviorAnto iis

parts to develop valid5seesures and test items and to build effecti4e

feedback into instruction.

/

I

I

1
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Recommendations for improvement constitute ehe criticar step in

410.- .

using accountabilitytetaprove Classroom leariting. 'In this bookwe

have focused on recommendations for improving delivery systems directly
. 0influenced by the teacher in,classtoom instruction. Within that focus,

d`

we are concerned with recommendations resulting from evaluation of

smaller'objectives and main Objectivdh'in the follawi g wayst

Evaluation 'of smaller objectives is concerned` witti the process of
instruction anaPtecommendations in answer to questions asked by the

--persons most closely concerned with that-process. Students 'ask,
"Have I finished this assiktment well enough to go on?", Teacher(
ask, "Should I revise the instruction fdr this objective ?"

Evaluation of main_ performance objectives concerneraWdutcomes*
of instruction and recommendations in-answer to the following
questions:

(1) How do the results compare with the pe rformance objective?

(2) If part or all of the performance objective was attained:

Was the strategy worth the costand effort?

Shoyld i t be used again?

Should part(s) be used again?

Should the strategy be recommended to more teachers
(priecipals,.students, etc.)?

(3) If the performance objective was ilot attain q satisfactorily,

are there.teasible reviofirmi that should ballade. and 'dila
justify another trial 'of the strategy ?.

,

EvaluationDuriug Instruction

Periodic measurement allows the teacher to interirene'long before

t 'he final (and 'often incorrect) student performance. We can usually be

more effective.in remediating if the student's error is discovered as

he As committing it- rather than after he has compiled several different

errors. Periodic data gathering allows pa to sole our effect on the

Alik
6 4

4: a
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studerit ana.wa,can adjust what we are doing on the basis of the

feedback we get, Periodically measuring the behavior we are trying to

changeis the beat check that we are going in the desired direction.

Here is a situation where periodic measurement produces

information that allows a teactiel. to continually adjust the "delivery

system" so that the students master the performance objective below.

This is especially important when sustained work is required over

relatively long periods_of time as in the teri paper writing referred

to below. Many bad papers arelkitten because periodic measurement

was not used to-determine if studentswere on the right track.

Example` .

Performance, objective:
r

Who All students in a freshman English course.
How: Synthesize reference skills, expository writing

skills and choosing-a research topic of personal
interest by writing a Vrm.paper.

What: .Reference skills, expository pape.format and
choosing a topic of personal interest to com-
municate. .

When: By the-end of the semester.

How Measures: The, teacher will judge papers using checklists
of criteria for resoumckcitation, paPir format
and author presentation of reasons for selecting
topic. 1.

How Well: All items on resource citation and paper format

present At least two of the major reasons for
selection of topic present.

One teacher has her students submit as many drafts or partial
drafts as they like during the writing process. She evaluates

by indicating "04." or suggesting some change. When the work
load becomes too great she finds the 3 or 4 acceptable papers and
suggests students do their own short-term evaluation by imitOting
another studentu la this way only students having unusual dif-
ficulty requirePher attention.

.

K.
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Another txample'shows the importance of continually gathering,

information.

Example'

Seven children,in a fifth grade class are frequently not codpletifig
required work'in class. or out-of-class. The teacher wants 4:4), achieve .

this objective of work out-put. She does a needs assessment-
gathering the following baseline information. (Data was-tabulated lOr
all students; that Umone is-reproduced below.)

Date Math Reading Science Art Music
JO

Total

11/2

11/3

11/4

11/5

11/6

11/9

,.

.

-

,

e

.

.

2

1

2

0

2

.,1

C

-V\

tOicates
assignment completf.
T1 is one

signment per
ay per subject:

More work needs to be produced in all subject tress because't
objective tequireS'alLassignthents be completed.- Imagine for a
moment that the teacher modifies her delivery system an effofl
to gtt more work-out of these. students and after'2 weeks deCi s
to evaluate. The following is the evaluation data Tor the

jroup on Friday of th, second welt.
-

.1'

4
1

4 A
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Student

. i.

Math
. 1

Reading Science-Art. Music Total

1

2

.3

4

5 -

6

.7

I

* '''''
..ii

/

.

i

.

..

1

i'

.

- ..

4 I
,

.

.

.

<

3

,i ,

2

0-
.

1

3

. 'Assignments complet64 Friday,

41. Student used

sin this

. example.

Evaluation looks bad. Inject, on the basis of these data one
might conclude that the adjustment in the'delivery systtim did not
produce the behavior desired. Suppose, that instead of ,

the evaluation indicated above this_teacher had continually kept
a record of performance starting at the end of needs assessment'
and continuing through the two-week try-out period. She Mould

have collicted the information.on 61'following graph. (Only data

for one student is reproduced here for clarity. The remaining six-

-were about .the same.) Apparently the strategy was working until
the day, of evaluation.

6

s

n C
i 0
g 4

n p

1 3

O e

n t 2

t e
s d 1

CRITERION FROM THE OBJECTIVE

an.

feeds Assessment
40.

M T W Th F

Eval-
uation

-Delivery System

4 -

Based on this additional information one wiould:noi conclude that

the delivarY system was failing --in fact it leoks'very successful.
There are a variety of reasons why performance was me low on_

4 .
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evaluation.day.* Imagine now the reverse situation, a situation
where the students did exceptionallvweli-fdr-Ehe ev4Ation but
other times did very poorly!

There are a variety of instances in which daily attention to

performance provides-helpful informtion to the teacher. Thetwo most'
40

important are that (1) trends and slow changes:4,n be detatted; and

.

.0mdjustments in eldelivery system can be made before a student leaves
1 ,

'
6

the classroom if things are notolotng well! Evaluation only at the

end of the school year does not give the teacher a chance to alter the
u

'delilery ystem for the unsuccessful students.

to
-

EvalOation at the Lind of Instruction .

The time to check the effectiveness of tentative delivery

systems_ in relation to,terminal perforance objectives is after an

appropriate aunt of instruction has occurred.
04

Example

a

Miss Barnhigh wanted her fifth grade students to solve division,
problems with two-digit divisors before attlippting the nett skill
in a_sequence of math skills. Her performance objectivewas the .,

following.

Who: Fifth gradestudents.in Miss Barnigh's class.

How: - solve problems.

What :ivision mblems with two-digit divisors. *.

When: before attempting the next skill in the math
,

sequence, but at most,-two months. t

42w Measured: '5 iteMPtest below.

tr

1. 77/3254 2. 83561

3. 61/5417
+

4. 42 8736

5., 59/38,562

63
2
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400(),THe pre-test was given on October 20. Only students sdlyed

any problems. None of the students met Miss Barnhigh's.standard

of out of15...,The post -teat .(evaluation) we's giVen'one week
before Chrtbi'mas vacation. It' was the same as theike-test, wi0B-

changed'values for divisors andcdiviOndmo The results were:

.

11 Miss Barnhigh's
Atandard

ik
4 6.10.

Mumbe correct: 4

. .

15 4 t 4 2 0 Total: 2t

Nineteen of the 25 students showed mastery of,001Wskill': The I. ,o or-7,

imptoveaent was clean' from rem, in October, 76% of the class

Stude

3 2 1 te'

showing mastery. The instruction (delivery system) was succeieful, 1 ,

. for 19 students,: S-
.

'

THks teacher Could now make two kinds of usefulpdecisious.
there are decisigdaahout the studelitsas uineteen have mastered
the petformance objective and.Caemove on to another instructibnal

unit; six illtwqpire ,some' sober -action* Also,. the skills these

students have mastered and-hlVe failleoftowaAter cern, lie4blearly
speCified to Others latause (hey ard linked .with performance
objectives through toi evaluation testsitems. This is part;cularly,'

important ,if six have to receive help him another 4eacber.
SecOnd,'sidcetheOdeliveiy system worked for 76% of laboClass it

'*, --Should Ordbably.pe considered Successful. The six students who

did not achteVe mastery.may requireedfferent delilery systeut., ,

approach. Because th4-delivery sy em is nowrlin1117to needt
assessWent,and elpluation'instruments.and.cddiequently to

objectilk-S, it ipal, "patine" that can be used,i4ain4hen

Aanother needs'assessm t inilicates stoecific'performera are not

aChieving.the same be drs. . O.+

.400

, *

Testing What You'Taught _(
4.1.;*

, .
ghEvaluation-of all objectives.requires ihaAostUdents be t t

.

the same things onowVh they are tested. Otherwise the
A.

A foreign language' eostudent, emphasizes conversation

may do very well at conversidg in the foreign - language, bat very
poorly when his next teacher, Sivas him **written teet.requiring
that he write formal rules of grammar for the foreadlanguage., _

Likewise, the student whose teacheremphasizes iritten and formal
grammar would do poorly when tearad or evaluated on the qf

69 A
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,

''16 16"

%.
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tiow-i could'canverse'itilhe foreignIanguage (as any traveler
in. a ho hts tried to relY on his college-taught french will ,,,..-e!''

tell youl)

'64

Ili I

% .. 1
4

- There are'situations where the,student is frequently not beidi
,

. ested On wtiat,was actually taught: .

. .., A .
---; . .

..

(1) taking standardized vs.-

0 (2) switching to 14 differ school;
. 110-

., .

(1) changing to a diffe teacher; and*
.

Ap-

(4) changing to a deeirf text.
r

Since students'in anyoone class may be transferring to a

.number of locations or ttaking any f manydifferent qualifying exam's,
.

,At 'is- impossible to'com¢letely erad,cate the prJlem of being tested 1

on different material than the student was 'taught.

4 ; However,* thislroblem can and should be overcome, within t

W
confines of o class in one achodl. The t exercises

. t".

provide examiks of. how this proUlem ean'arise, and .what cralte done to

1'
overcome it.

Exercise 't

Ube the -rule:

4.

.
...

If the final exam
.

includIs when 10 use or combine

401 'items; procedires, riles, etei, to the,cou Ontent
must specifically teach whinit,Lude or how to combine
them. . up.

-
lb

.

. . ,

Check (1) the tea-gang sequence"below which would,be most likely yr
yield good scores on a final exam question like "the one - shown.

(,- That
0
is: would.a student whoihad gOne through Sequence 1 in the...-

.,

-course do betterjhan a student lab had gone through:Sequence 216-1
, . ..,

e
.

.

4

,

ra

$

a

4

o
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lypical Final Exam Question

Here is a situation:

"Two plots are planted with different hybrid erns. Compete'.

the yields and the confidence limits for the:difference. The

amopots were...," etc.
.

Chqose the appropriate' statistical' procedure and carry it out.

N Statistics iquence 1 ( )

A. Method of calculating
and Checking procedure A

B. Method of calculating and

.
checking procedure B

C. Method of calculatihg apd
checking procedure C.

Answer
r re

Statisti sequence 2:

Statistics Sequence 2( )

"4"1" A. When and how to use

procedureiA'

B. When and how to use
.procedure B

A' .

Because it explicitly teaches when to ude the various statistical

'o procedures and the ,test requires-the student to 'decide
.

.
use aiprocedure as well a sephow to use

Exercise,

C. When and how to use

, .1.2rocedure C

,The following performanKoblective
'A .

measure. Read the objective and the sample

item 'which more fairly tests what lifSaught.
-0-

e I

Betformance objective:

, N

lacks a description .of the
test' items and choose tee

4

Who,: 11th grade students in Consumer Economics.

How:

I

specify the appropriate insurance for
people in varying circirstences.

What: The 4 major typei of insurance.
. 1

Before'asking a complete year-long budget

for a family,

*tow Measured: (This: is the question, to be answered in this

-exerdise."

.

When:

44

71
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Hima

'tel A ( )

66

Ain

Depends on How Me red,sbut probably 100%
accuracy is ideas ble.

w /tea B ( )

_Define term insurancein you r
:own, words. Use an example to
'111ustrape what'you mean ano -

how hoc,/ it differs froi

41FInds df insuFance.

What is widally the best' type of'
insurance when a large amount of
protec;ion.is'needed for a
temporary Period.

1) Straight.Life
2), Limits t Payment
10 Endowdast
4) -Teri. 4

.t

4Answer
.!

' -.*4.

Hos'i the student is,to behave is-statedilas using-information-to
. solve a specific kind of problem. Rai' A asksidescriptioni.,

Item Rdeks for problemmsolving. The measure should hsve.at
least four descriptions of insurance geed in the format of 'Item B.

,

- -

.ititing Test, Items,

Task.

.11

AnaIyzing a task" eans determining' the skills neede4 to

rieve a performance

a task or probl

jective, If you can analyze'the parts Of

mit- Will be well prepared to write valid(a4t items.. ,
N

Knowing what the test items will be, you-willbe able to-prepare useful,
S.

and economical instructional materials.

Exercise .
1'

-
Work this problem in long division; carry tht work to 3 place's

toad to 'two places: .

4It

-8, Must be able to:

297445
.

Now,'make a list of each skill a student needs to workleucha
problem and the order in which he needs it. The list 'begins
like this: , , . , «. . .

:

41 .

, 7/ 1. See .
.

, .--, .

. 2.. Read_ and write mothers' '.'
a .".

3. Kn w what r--- .e.ni:_
alb .

A ximate multiplication esd/or addition to find the'
. firs figure, fer-quotient. .-'4.

' .41 ..411 fig

. .,, . .
.

10'
%.

- n
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6.

-etd.

Answers

1:565 = 1.56
29J/465.101116

297-

1680 4
1485

1950
1782
1680

5., Know where to put answer.

6. Multiply.. 4

ir

7. Subtract with borrpwini:

8._ Place decimal.

9. °kid

1Q,. Bring down zero.

11. Place decimal * answer:

12.. Make approximation.as in (4.). ;

-414.or 1,
L w, A 4

13. etc .4

67
. *

'

-

1,

\L.

. .

14, Must know the rule for rounding. if last number is '5 and be ,

able. to/ dpply
/t4

.
/

. ,

Exerciie

Set Cf .you can te' one or p wo test items wht, measure only the

Component behavior 'for .the task parts 5 ,"Know' where to put ansWeel -b

0 and 10 'Bring dowO a zero" given above. Ftrst, Book at ma imximpie,

Joe- part 9. "Add 'zero.',' -'. ; .

.

J., ,

/ # " 1- .

Example.. (1.--. : Vou ,haie .gone this fir in 41101kision, problem.

. Whet is the very next thing yoi'musie do? ..5)- , .-

''' IP" ! 4. t

.

,

'Cl...

*

..4 4=1"
o

-
. 16

. ,

1
. f

7 3 r

er

#'
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Multiply 4 * 4.
Subtract 16 from 17.
Add zero to 17.
Place a decimal in the answer.

Now you make items foi'..lrand 10, "here
-"Bring down wo."

.
o

Answers

to put 'answer"

5. Here are aome',division problems./ Put an X oft each'problem
where the first number in-the answer should go:

< 4--;) 2h76"
. .

(b)13/77

Xc) 27/20651

10. Here is a-

next s

2.

23/54.0
46
8 4

, 4

(a) Multiply 2 x
(b Bring, down zero.
c).Subtract 23 from 80.
(d) Move the decimal to the

rtly finished diviIion

(d) 9/T70,

(e) 9/8750

(f) 27.515T

probled. What ervery

and

Soix

o

It is not .always useful Saeplyzestugent behavior into

extremely wall parts. ,However,' it is often important that we think of,

"1r
se'

all th e skills which might be necessary to the students because neglect

of a crucialdrikill; May c!rietheinstructiLonal sysiemAo limp or to
-

For,examile, the skill of understan4pg spoken English is vdry
P.

crucial to students' success. in most AmericanIflelsroome;. Without this

.

skill.studeuta,do not workat a satisfactory le 1.6

- 11

Exercise

SP.

.

What sorts of skills or aptitude's would you' ch 1-1 If slaked 1r
for advice shout a second grade child who can't seem to -to read?

r4
That is, wbikt are all the skills needed before one cal. <

S.
r

i --**. .

->'

14
, 4

I
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.Answers (Sample)
114

% 4
t

Eyesight, hearing, mental ability, heath, Vie
environment (r his parents read, are there any
around, etc..), does he "see" what you see, i.e.
p, q., g, d,. b-, etc.

1*

Exercise

Suppose yoil have investigated

hypothesed about why the second grfde
lecan't distinguish among ,he similar

ianguage, hose `'

books or magazines
does he not confuse

several reasonable alternate

child can't read: You have flund
letters (p & q, d & bI.

1. First: Write several test itemsitch will tell you if new"

lessons to reduce the child's perceptual difficulty have
succeeded.
. .

. .

Second: Outline a strategyi'to teach
between p & (rand d & b.

ers (Sample)
CP'

1. (Question to read aloud, student

A. What dpes the duck say?

1. quack
2. puack

R. If you fall into the water, you may

the child to distinguish

to choode answers silently.)

1. disown

2. bramn

The colot of dirt'iis
6

~.1. drop
' 2. brown

D.. The mOtee makes this noise

I. speak..

2'. squeak
4

Ei If a,wo,aq'gets martied. she

1., 0ride

3.. bribe
_;0,00°1- 4.: grids'

4 k

F

'

s's

75
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(To be read aloud by student. Teacher records errors'and correct
responses.)

F. The blown duck said quack. The bride fell in the dirt;esigi
hurt only her pride.

V
G. "Come quiCkly," said Don. "We need some black shoe polish."

H. That pretty queen can brag.

2. Give him a small set of letters and.ask him to circle," thq
p's; go through all 4 letters this way. Then increase the
number of letters and do it again. Next, use small words to
get him to circle certain. letters; go on to larger words. 'Let
him practice with questions similir to those on your test.
Finally, get him to read aloud.

1

Counting and Graphing: An Alternative to Writing Test Items

Some goals and their performance oblectives can be evaluated

by relatively, simple observation techniques. One of the easiest ways

to "see" what is happeninekneeds'assessment) or has happened

(evaluation) is to count and/or graph: -A count sheet or.graph gives

a condensed picture of a large number of events. Counts and graphs.
d

have the followling characteristics:

(2.) Behavior bell measured

(2) A time period.

Here 'is an example of cuing 4

.A foreign language teacher wanted to Evaluate whether her performance
oillective rebating tt, students speaking in the target linguage duaing
class,was being mastered.' Each student was given a tally card and
nstructed to "keep track" of how often he spoke diking class.

r

,Measuregent ill this instance was conducted by the students

themselves and only involved theteather at the, point where she wanted" 11110" /1 A
-I,

r to interpret 'the rioultie 4

ro

'I..

40 1

. ,Graphing almost naturally follows any Couinfht procedure since
...

'a unit of"ehavior is already lOdicatedalong with a time period. In

the example above, the actual performance' objective specified the

JP.

70'
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behavior as "...speaking a sentence containing a'subject and a verb..."

Since,the students were counting their behaVior every day,, we have

the time period which could actually extend for the duration of the

401/

.

course. If this were the case we would be engaged in continuous od:

evaluation` during instruction. -,on the other hand, if counting and

-graphing were61; done at the beginning, and end of the course it would

be assessment of needs and evaluation after instruction.

:At the beginning of this chapter counting and grapIling were

-

used to evaluate whether one of the smaller objectives was being met.

Ii.you recall, it concerned assignments completed -which were'easily

J

observed and counted. Other instances where counting and graphing would

be appropriate include: 'number of lalkning contracts completed for a

week or month, number of self-corrected assignments, pages or whole

samples of creative writing, voluntary jects completed, and time

spent in learning activities (in contrast to "goofing off").

Checklist for Writing Test Item-

I

After analyzing a perfermiance objective into ail the skill*

. needed to achieve it and devising test items or an observation procedure,

'you sheald check the adeqw:Cy'of your measure. The following checklist

abut at multiple- choice test questions in particular since they are

so.often used. But the suggestions are relevant to other ways of

measuring performance:as well.
- 1

1. 'Correct eneer.does not stand out by, its length extra- careful

wording, underlining not Hied in other alternakivee, r,other -
*batiste unrelatbd to the behavior itited in the objective.

0
,

t1
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0

`

2. The correct - choice (say of A, B, C, D) is not mostly in one
-Place (first or last, for example).

. 3; There au.no give-away items in which the choices or distrac-
tors are so trivial and obvious that nothing is being

.

measured.

4. There are few, if any, trivia-sive-a y distractors that
change the chance (guessing) base of y r test. That is, on a
4-choice multiple-choice question, the student should have one
chance in 4 of a correct guess, but if one choice.is a give4
away he really has'one chance in 3.

. 4 .

5. Grammar-and sentence construction are clear testudents.
11

6. There are,po "tricky" items in which ability to answer cor-
- rectly idlidependent upon something not in the objqctived

s' (double negatives, etc.).

v

AO-

7.' The items clearly relate to thl behavior specified in the per-
formance objectives.

How Evaluation May Become Pai.;t
Of The Delivery System

Keeping track of the behavior we want to'change is often

-easier to manage when it is part of the solution we design.

When assess eds, we are concerned about getting an

accurate picture of the havlorthat is, one which is not biased by
.

the fact that the student. be is being watch .or by other changes
AP

in the student's environment w ch affect the b

When we begin a solution we no longer need to be as concerned

with these.factors: is means that frequently thewitudent can be

involved in the 'solution procedure, and in factAmnitor himself.

Pot exampli, Mrs. Margian was concerned about Jerry's work in
arithmetiL He was usually p/aying.with'pencils or ling and
rarely got any of his Oroblems correct. She identif ed an
objective:

Jerry will cbm0.ete written arithmetic prob ems at the
rate of 8 or more correct out of 12, assigned daily by
the end of. 3 weeks.

tT
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She did a needs assessment for one week, with twelve problems.
assigned each day, and she obtained the following data:'

Number of Correct Arithietic Problems by Jerry
(45 Minute Periods)

Monday 2

Tuesday 3

Wednesday 1.

Thursday ,0
Friday 3

The delivery system included a progress plotter. ,On the progress
plotter, Jerry recorded each day the number of math problems he
completed correeily:

Jerry's Progress. Plotter

)
12

//

11 Needs Assessment Dita
(Mrs. Margian)

10.

2 9

8

7

5

4

3

2

1

0

M T Th

4

I

M Th F M

2.-
4

Th

4

F
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liChave suggepted that periodic data gathering is the best way

to get imMediate feedback on the effectiveness of the solution. In

Mrs. Margian's case, Jerry'is doing the monitoring himself. Mrs.

Margian can assess the success of her solution hy\F

.

Jerry's d k and checking his workbook if she qu

/
Immediate feedback and self-Managelearaini:

One purpose of testing"lato provide information to the student

about what was learned,and what was not learned.1

passfng by

ons his at8.

Thereare a numbei of ways this might be done. Providing the

fiv

answers to' students iimediatelyaftAlthe test- is over is best: This

can be accomplished by handing out thvast key, by -having students

exchange and corm one another'P papers .(although this nay be a poor

social practice), by going over the answers in class, etc..

In addition to providing simple answerS to -the test, you may

be interested in redirecting the student's 'study ar,revieV.
4*

The

answer key to a test which maximises feedback to students might
.,

.

look like the one below. \.
.

.
. - .

.'s- -:.:

A test designed-to maxtze feedback to students:
. .

-

1. When did Columbus make hip voyage to America?

Answer: 1492. If yo4 g'80ot this wrong; sees p. our Text.

2. What was the primarypurposeof his voyage? .

;. I

..
LW.

Answev To'discover a water route tp Ind!!; to find a cheaper.
way Erget spices. If you got this wrong, see p. 87.

.

'

3 Was die 'successful in thifiregard?\
#

Answer: No. Ifirou sot this wrong, sei p. 87.

4. Who sponsored Coludbusi vOyime?

Answer: Queen Isabella of Spain. If you missed this, seep, 88.

,

4
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r '''.
5.,-- What

t
did most pebple think would happen to Columbus and his men?

-

Answer: Most people thought that they would fall pff the
.edgg of the worle. See P. $5.

Concluding Remarks

Evaluation is one ofthe mast useful and powerful tools 4

. .,6._
-... _

available to the classroom teaChei. (1)
%

The content-of the evaluation
- ..-.. .

,

method grows directly out of- the performance objectivesin questiob;

.=

therefore the evaluation instrument or mettlod can be used for-needs .

'assessment-as well as evanation. In other words, the entrance'and,

exit test can often be.the same. (2) Evaluation provides access to

information which indiCates the usefulness and- effectiveness of a

_ delivery' syttem relative to the established performance objectives.

thus, teacher's havethe information they-naed to recommend-modification,

replacement nor maintenance of an exj.sting_deiivery system. (3) Using '

evaluation infftmation and therelated\performance'obfectives,.

dents can be,given specifiC information about- the extent and,sreat of

$

their c6npetehcies. (4) Designated !'dthes,6*suck as parent's,

employ rs, and Ohe next Becher; can'be given precise'inforiation about
t

an individual students cretenciesi- (5) Finally,. when lalpatiOn

-indicates a successful delivery system, phis systei can * recommended

to other teachers.
.40

.44

Throughout this Chapter the emphasis has been.on Purposeful.
,

' 4
t-

.t
evaluation.' Evaluation during instruction giVes almost continual-infor-

Ass.,
mation about the effectiveness of the delivery syst4* well in advance

,

.

/

- 4*
. . 40

of the evaluation traditionally occurring only_at the end. This'alerts-
. . -..i...

.

',the classroom teacher to ineffective delivery system procedures-early

enough, n the school year to meaningfulo make iful changiMpor rEcommendations .

(

_ .

a

*

.

°*'
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a n individual. Evaluation at the end of instruction produCes the

cal information about a student's Competencieged the over-A111--

effectiveness Of\ihedelivery system. Other illictical aspects of ".

evaluation covered in this chapter weret..techntquerikto lgsure you test

exactly what 'ou teach; and techniques that help4Srou write test items

t test the skills needed to achieve performance objeCtives. "Tests"

other than the traditional paper and pencil items were also suggested

for instances where simple frequency of occurrence is the important

information.- A checklist was inEluded On pages 71-72 that can be used
...

, .,

fox,the development cif test items for any performance objective or
,

. . . . ..,

deliveirsystem.
8

The chapter ends by showing that in fdWe instances continual '

evalittion can become part of the delivery system while retaininrits

critical funct4pn of prIviding information about the effectiveness of
7"

,4

the delivery system.

t
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CHAPTER Vi.

OP THE ACCOUN TABILITY MODEL

' -

Summary

This:chaptetshows accorability in action,.. Read it as-a

wry to. thpfutire'book. Three examples illustrate how.the parts

46

A

s, . .

of'the mode intera in school setti440"to get results; .The, parts of
P

' ,.. ,
, ; $ :

the Model are as-they are presented in each example. The '',...°' ...

,t. 0

. examples are:
it

r

, 1;,
.

.

(1) Basic' Relding Skills:' Elesentary.SchoOl, -.,

, .
(, , .0. ( .

Z2) Staff Development and Aiding: 'nigh School,

.

(3)% Deporting Studen t PrOgresg: Middle School:

Basic Reiding Skills: Elementary Scho ol
to ,

,

.

-- 41.
Perhaps

f
the soot important thing to notice in this example le, .

. . .

..
i ,.,, ...... . t

that practicingedUoational accOuntability ismot
0

always a step-after-
. . , ,....

step process. Notice that the'printipar, parrs lei teachers began
. . .'.-

s - ,

40-

the process withan informal needg assessment and then moved to goals

. ,, . AP,' - , - '..

td elements of a delivery system. This was followed by a refiled
.

.4111,.. ,..
statement

,
of'performance objectives, a second and.more detailed heft.

1
r

*-
assessment and'so Orr.

.

.

'',Notice that instiucaoie could'be individualised wheS detailed
.

.

perftirmance infortlation Was-available for each .student. Evaluation:
.

. ,1 .1
...

became, part erthe delivery syelteile The students aCtisaly ufnaged part -.
.

ia

i' . .._
r

of,the delivery:sysrem - the ptogress4slotters. The progress plotters
A .

,

, .

'NJ"
... 0

# . lik
! . , ; 03 .

. .

,' .
. - I* ,1

A
14 . Ito

6 4 C. at +1
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--

put the rqading.teacher "in touch" Witt' her
i
nts owe ltilybasid,

"11.

. .' ±

so immediate adjustments could made in the ivery system when and
'U

41* ,0
where necessary. % . ,

. ,
. . .

, .

First Assessment of Needs.arents, teachers. and.a prinCifal,at an
£ elementary school were notfEing-more'students at each grade level

ystem. .Th

78'

who could not rqadevell mobt,sgh td dd dediipmentstin school or read
Aoutside of school.

4

Jdentificatienof y decided,Ohat"the top priority. goat
for-theirschool litading skills- for eery child by the
,jind of.fith grade.

sAnaltsis of Delivery e most concerned parents.wrote
. pew=ons to the superintendent and had several meetings Vilk both Adp

the principal and superintendent.' They reeeptea and received aw AP"
allocation for dpdaii,Preading materials sOool-wide and the' ;

employment of a half-time reading teacher.

Performance Objedtiveei The,reading teacher selected objectives
she thought'most important foi enabling frustrated readers:to read
assages like thogrgin dthool books. Here are some of her per-
mance objectives: JAk W

44' 1 Wbi ttick objectives Each 'Student who cannot-sound
`Unfamiliar words. from 1st through 3rd'grade Mats will;
given,such words, say the beginning spundotheitiddle sound

f
and the final sound. ..Wdds will be chosen Vbsitart or end

lo
with every consonant and%will contain ill voirels and simple
vowel combinations. The teacher will;be thelistenerlAll
words must be done correctly from the teacher selected lists

' before the student can begin comprehension ,lessons in self-
. .Sselected books. ,. .

". .,,Comprehension'objective: inch student who can Sound-out
unfamiliar words will have reading selections made by teacher .1.4, .

on material with vocabulary that the stunent comprehends
and

ity .

month
mo

listening. The student will read,the material silently
, say the answerslo.teachermade questions about sholowh
where, whenclind'sequence. For 'a given vocabplary, diffic
level, the Student will answer with.75% accuracy after 1
of instruction. .' ,

.

. -

Seco Assessmen Needs.' Teel,* tte d,
comprehension skills were given to%cec ,child.' The red t
fund that 2 student were able to r d' but juse.would-nOt in
'regular classes. Seven students ha void attack skille;,but were
weak ink comprehension. The regalia students,had fda'Obrd attack - '

and-edigrehension akills, but did have adequate listening-vocabulary
and listening comprehension for .school work tHeylwer espy to dd. .'

84,
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Analysis of Delivery Systek and Eluation During Instruction.
Different instruction was deVised Ter the students' different sets
Of skills. lor.each student, a progress plotter was devised. For
instance, students learning the sounds of co nants hairs chart of

I the consonants and squares for'each.tonsona to. color in when a
teacher-mate test map accurately ccmpleted. Students working on
comprehension'had'graphs on which they recorded, their weekly rate

'-olcomps#haiion Xreading rate multiplied by percent correct on a
1Prtalipexnade comprehension test).

.

Evfluation. By watching studentd progress plotters, the reading
teacher was able to adjust ansignments daily. Studenti ad's d
from letter recognition to sounding out words at their own s.

,Others moyed from reading. primers to reading more Oifficult books.
Not only theirskills 15gpavelt: they seemed to like reading Tore.
,They came on time- more 'and more, askI for reds:lag work to, do

. between classes'and checked out more and more books to take home.

At the end of the school year, 75% of the students had reached the
criteria of the performance objdctives written specifically-for
them.

AP

commendations for Delivery Systems.- Fot the money and effort
sp t; the reading teacher, other teacheri; the parents and the
pri cAal recoMmended Continuing the program until two th
occurred: .

1. The iliudents Still 'in the program shoqed comprehension
skillnufficient for,school work at .the40 respective grade
levels.

0-2. Individualiiation techniquelodeveloped.by the reading ;

teacher (delivery system) were adapted to classroom use
througligut the' 10101 so new students would Mt needa
speciarreadingieadher. : ' .

Staff Development and leading: .High School

,.. .

The most important new point. six adtampleiis the cloie
,

, . .

relationship betwee'n the professibnal. development of the teachers and

lrproved learning in their students. IecylqUes ofeinatructional design,

or 3\w:so:development, were cloWly tied to impr3ited student performance

through,f
a
requentle:ituatidn. t.

.
.

,

.
.

Identi cation of.Coals. High school teachers at one school were
CorrCorr ed by the number of students,'who dropped out unable to read or
who held back classes because aeadag was si, difficult for them..
'None of the teachers bad training in, teaching reading. No coney
.'srawavailable for a 'readibg consultaCt unless one or tvo teachers
were dropped ffom ir staff. .

d.

, . d4 A 40 '
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Performance Objectives. Ttlei'decid t do something about
4mproving,their own reading. instruction = lls. From ,a ,collection

of basic reAding'objectives"they seletted 10 which seemed most
relevant for their, students. A 50 item test was developed-from
'test rtems published vi4the.objectikres.

. , .

!

Assessment of Needs. 'pie objectivederWere.givetto students.so they
could decide whether to partlIcipete,or hot. The projectdvas\
vordn4ry pnd-descriped as an ex/miiment in ,reading: sQ01 students
who missed more than 112 the test were allowed to attend two half -
hour sessions per week.

.

0.

...ra""

. .. .

Anal of Delivery System. qpe teacher, prepared and coliductecla

les n aimed',at one of the objectiVea. Another .teacher observed the
.

on. Five students were in each session. -.

./
0

---
.... ,

:Y

...

ivaimation. A post the objective was the basia,for
,

....discussions after t4lesson:

Recommendation for Delivery-System. During these half-hour dis-
cussiots, suggestions fbr better reaching, the objectives'were
translated into revised lessOnaWhith,a teacher could tryout the
follawing week. .x. w

...

. .

Eq.:these means, each of ap teachers was able to:

develop his £r her Own lesson,

help develop a Lesson with w.c011eagge,

. .
helpj10studettseart a reading skill, Tl

t to improving each student's reading
. ,

demotstrattcannitm
skills.

)If 0

'Reporting ptudent Progress: riddle School. .81

' c %

Educational accountability can be dirette0totrardrthe parents

of the children in yoOr ClassrOot . In "this example impro4ed learning, ,

,_
was not:themain isiug. The goal was to cOmmuniCate stup progress '--

'

. ..

.

:
. .

and reduce 'paremital complaints abott the reporting fora.. The steps . 1
. ,

.
' sk.......;0"4.-) ,,

in the'saiouttahility model served.as a Problem7iollAng technigne. ..

. - tr °'
Identifiation'of Goal. X

.
he principal of middle school (6-8 -; .

grade) wanted more parent approval and. uaderstand of tie ways -'

student learning was evaluated.

k

I
4 41

I

. .
I
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* 'Pei,fOrmarice Objectives.; In particular A he. whetted :

43i .
4' , . - .

1) Clearer ways to communicate student progress to parents. Parents
should be able to summarize their child's Prhgress during Mr
reporting'peribd using the ipformaticin the, reporting form fol-
lowing aidonferewevith the teacher:. hers wouldujudge the
adequacy of pereArsummaries.

''' -

.

. . k,. . ... .2) Fewer,coMplaints and more complimeffts from barents'about.the
reporting forms over the sparse of the echo& year as shown by
answers to a'shOrt questionnaireziven'three times-during.theyear

lifter -each reporting period). f t -,

.

Anslysie Of Delivery System. A,forM for reporting_ student pfOgream
was.deVeloped by the teachers of each subject: Language Arts, Math,
Social Studiei and\Science. Th jot features: 1)'goal areas were''.

. labeled, 2)..mainTerformance'objghtives were indicated, 3) intsr-
mediate points.of progress (smaller,objectives) were shown wgh
'spaces for recording dates of student mastery.

,
.

. ..
Evaluation and Recommendationsfor Delivery'System. Parents were
able to summarize children's progress. They welcamo0 the effott.,
They liked'the breakdown of subject matter into main objectives and.
intermediate points of progress. They aid that student progress ,.--

was clear'ewel the yeat. They asked for following changes:
ix

.

. I.. Parents wanted a comparisou. between their own child's,
progress and other children's-Progress- One suggestion.
.Was.to compare # of okjectives masteredby eachchild
to the to al I of objectives mastered by the6students it
classes --t4ing the same subject.

,1

11.
.. 40

2: Parents
objeCtiV

,s.

es

to meet' with teache rs _to -set goals and

their'owni.children at mid-year.
a

Concluding Remarks

Now you havi:seen,the educational accquntability process in

_several school situafions. Though its main thrust is to student

performance,' these enamOlep Ohow'how t can also help in staff-develop-
.

, ....._ ..._---- --

meat and communicating with pa

,For to work,

tried to mike:it useable. Try it.

,

.

, 0
%. .

it must be used by you. Thii book

ti

I
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